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Murderer Captured

PROHIBITION RALLY AT
THE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Dr. Darling of Roswell, a Presbyterian Minister Deals
some Death Blows to the Liquor Traffic when for an
hour and a half he cites enough statistics to kill any

questionable traffic.
On account of the inclemency

The sheriffs of Chaves and
Sierra counties returned to New
Mexico the first of the week
having in custody J. A. Houchin,
a young man 13 years of age,
the confessed murderer of D. R.
Hamilton, of Portales, and
woman clairvoyant named
Swayzee, who was known in
Clovis as Madam de Llorance
and who was for some time
domiciled
at the Commercial
hotel. The killing accured at
Palomas Springs in southwest
em New Mexico on the night of
Nov. 27, 1915. where the pair
were camping with Houchin,
who was in Hamilton's employ.
After the murder Houchin took
$5, GOO from the trunk and es
caped firBt going to El Paso
then to K. C. and later drifted
back to the home of his parents
in Seymour Texas, where his
lathtr advised hi in to take an
assumed name and leave the
country. He went to Beaumont
and selected a nun de plume for
the purpose of communicating
with his parents. He happened
to select an alias in name which
fitted to a man by thai name in
Beaumont and a letter trom his
father fell into the hands of the
wrong man, who tipped it off
to the authorities, which resulted in his arrest. Tne nusband
of the dead woman, who was in
Clovis last week with pictures
of the muruered pair, had of
fered $500.00 reward t'c-- the
apprehension of Houcnin.
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J. P. Denny Hurt
J. P. Denny, a boilermaker at
the shops, was quite painfully

AS A "WET" CITIZEN OF
CLOVIS VIEWS PROHIBITION

injured Wednesday, when a
rivet which he was driving re
bounded and struck him in the
.
eye, severely injuring that
At first it was thought
that the eye had been put out,
but the physicians now think
there is a chance of saving it.
He left for the Topeka Kansas
hospital Wednesday afternoon.

The Following Communication was received by the News
From a Citizen who Discusses the Prohibition question from the standpoint of the Anti. Says it will not
Prohibit. Arguments Answered.

mem-ber-

Setting down naught in malice, we business without any violation of the
want to outline the issues in the elec law, and if they had only one saloon
tion that is to take place in this city the results would be the same.
can finil anywhere, which paid into
It should be remembered that where
Monday, January :iist. We all want
bition meeting scheduled for tinper year,
city treasury
a greater Clovis, a town that will at- people market their products they do
Prohibition Oratory
Sunday night at the Elks' Audi- while Clovis has six, and they pay lea
of
the
their trading and keep their bank detract and hold the best class
many who arc coming to the great posits. We lake no chance if we vole
torium was moved( to the Chris- than Wr.uo.ito.
conprohibition
The
oratorical
W hen yen arc considering
how to
to make their permanent homes. against prohibition on the 31st.
tian church where a crowd, vote on this (lucs'.ion, there are sevtest to be waged between seven West
The ipicstion of taxes and the
We who are here believe we know
mostly women, taxed the seat- en things to take into consideration.
high school pupils will be held more about our own affairs than any source from which the amount i to
:
think,
docs
what
and
imported saviors who are appearing be derived has been exploited by the
ing capacity of the big new man gel stop
Thursday of next week at the on
in return for the money he
We are free to d
the stage as the guardians of our prohibitionists.
saDarling,
in
Dr.
a
carried
spend
wares
building.
for
the
church
high school. The boy that can financial or moral dcstinj.
nul that all taxes are paid by tne
loon?
producers
id wealth regardless of who
wdio believe in prohibition
the Presbyterian minister from Second. Does it in any way benefit
get up the best "epeil" as to arcMany
citizens, many who oppose lenders the money to the collector.
worthy
Roswell was the Bpeaker of the him or Iti family?
why Clovis should be as dry us prohibition are equally as wortuy, it That the hist method of raising taxes
Third. Docs it make him a better
should therefore be the aim of those is to do so indirectly' is a well estaboccasion and he recited enough citizen
the
Sahara desert will be re who
for having partaken of it''
discuss the iitiestioti lo grant that lished piinciplc in political economy.
figures
indicate
to
facts and
l'r.es it make him a betT
warded for his efforts by being those of the opposition are honest in Oklahoma is today groaning under
by""
to live
it is proven the heaviest tax rate of any state in
most clearly that he had given
presented with a medal, the gift their conviction unlessIt appears
H if ih.
Would you be willing ior
to be the union, and each year the prohithey me otherwise.
he oubjecc much thought and ;our sons and daughter to frc.pieiit
of the W. C. T. U. Special the effort of some who arc fighting bitionists inform the toiler who foot
in
paying
ibis
aid
Mich
them
pla.es
to
the deficit that taxes will be lower.
preparation, If there was anymusic will also be rendered on the saloon to line up all who arc
i 'i.ih.c to the ciiy ?
as enemies of all thai Kansas is a close second as an exthing in the statistical line that Sislh. Would you knowingly, j:lve
this occasion. The music will is true and good. We arc willing to orbitant tax gatherer she is in the
call the roll of those who have made prohibition column. The "tip"' from
was overlooked it wa9 not. de- j..i;r consent to yotir daughter mar-rnot be "How dry I am.''
ing a man tli.d loafed around :teh
good, as promoters of the world's civ- the Journal to "follow Oklahoma anti
tected by those who braved the plnci-silization and let the finger of truth Kansas to the top" should be conliire
you
men
a
.Seventh. Would
?lementi to hear him. He is a
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t
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vidual liberty have always stood.
good speaKtr and no doubt
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in
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of
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for
making
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the
I.'ndir glowing headlines we were
in
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As I am writing (his, there conic
d
moralists who Linforiiied last week that a killing in
to face the
prohibition cause.
to my mind one old man in particuDec. lGth at 8:45 p. m., inter-me- sought to force their notions of mor- .Muskogee, Oklahoma, was caused by
lar, that was always down and out,
down the throats of those who whiskey. The pro who garnered that
taking place in the Clovis als
coiibl not Kit enough money together
added this nation to the map of the article from the Muskogee Times
CHRISTIAN' KEVIVAL CONTIM'KS
at on
to buy him sufficient
iiiiicemetery at 9.00 a. m. Tuesday world. A morality that is .secured at should hate had the fairness to have
The Revival Meetings at the i lollies to keep himwarm ia tilt winthe expense of the liberty of the in- im'orined his readers that Muskogee
from the Catholic church, Father dividual,
satisfy
be
could
all
ter,
make went to
or maintained by statutory is in that part of Oklahoma that once
Christian Church will continne his craving for whiskey.
.Vow, since
formed a part of the Indian Territory,
Theo. Meyers oftiaiating at mass. enactment, cannot be approved
him
Sunday
has
been
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for
no
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until
there
this
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at
or maintained for future gener- and has always been in .he dry colAbel
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came
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from
enough
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be
clothes
has
to
to
which, by the way. proves that
umn,
ations. The antis are not enemies of
ing and will be begun again im- him warm ami respectable, and has a
Washington D. C.
She had morality as the paid agitator would prohibition will not prohibit, and is
mediately after the election. sin ill nk account; he is a man ttut
lo good morals.
bee-ill for sometime with nerv have you believe. W.e know many notIn eoudusive
way In make anything except
nir
like manner the article dipped
virtuous and
both
amis who are
The subject Sunday morning has
by tin day's work, as whiskey almost
ous prostration
came to moral, we know many pros wlio an from the Kansas I'ity Star defeats the
will be: "From Dust to Divin- had
down be r : the saloons were
virtuous nnr moral. Jl is nutjrausc that it is supposed to defend.
April
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year,
last
,1
think neither
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out.
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ity." 'hf Ladies' Band will be
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).
thr
was killed over a woman, and that it
iir.L'i
ing that our climate would bfna either an ami or pr
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(if
present. Sunday at 15 . m the
we have thein, and
killing over this same
We aim are' not enemies to the was the
fit her and it is conceded that it
will
legislature
until
them,
the
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V.
good that is being done by any organ- Mis. Murphy.
lones will
btylishly
Two
varplist, Arthur
and
attractive
establishes a whipping post in this
did prolong her life. She suffer- ization, whether it he religious or secI'.y implication those who lavor the
speak to Sunday School children state- or grants iiiuuicipalitirs the dressed young women givinK
ular. We admit that one has as much cause of the antis have been accused
of
paralysis
July
a
ed
stroke
last
orcstahlishiug one for their the names or Myrtle Barnei and
right to take issue on this question n of being the enemies of the home, the
on the subject of: "Strings and privilege
and another one about a month another,
own i vgitlation. but then they are kept
it should be
and should he allowed to do state and the church,
Rusty Nails." At night he will on the run all the time and they are Eflie Cassidy were fined $5 00 ago
so, without being threatened with well remembered that it is not the
which
never
from
she
ral
not
on
inair.
of
the
the
town, and given a sentence of thirty
streets
speak at the Klks" Hall. Special
boycott ,or having his honesty iiie- - function of the state to legislate in
lied. Her son Louis F. Abel and tioned
and 't is a little more trouble to net it
and moral mutters. The
by those representing any or- religious
music in charge of Omer S. than it was with the saloons, standing days in jail Tuesday by police
home is the foundation of civilization,
ganization.
Miss
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Ida
were
with
out
invitations
their
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and
meetings.
children
who have been properly
Jones at all these
judge J. P. Noble for immora.
Morality is not an issue in this elecat her bedside when the end tion.
tions
the young boys and men
is afraid to ex- trained t herein, are in no danger of
who
man
That
You rnifs a treat everytime you of tin- towns.
conduct. The male member of came
Mrs. Abel had been a pose himself to any temptation runs "becoming drunkards under present
A saloon is not a thing nf beauty, the trio was not able to appear
c haracter is something
are abbunt.
greatest risk of falling when con- conditions."
trusted
accountant in the gov- the
but is to a
like n gnawing cancer
fronted by temptation. Our concep- that must be built, and not legislated
C. VV. Lambert, Minister. hi the facetown
Tuesday
owing
on
stand
to
the
of some otherwise pretty
ernment printing office for thirty tion of citizenship of the highest Ijpc-i- into human beings. If the church folvoting woman.
physical infirmities and his case
one who is able to walk unlettered lows the path blazed by the Man of
vears.
If
option
local
was not a good thing
As An Outsider
and tindefiled through life without lialilee. it will obey the secular arm.
for us. does it look like we would will be called later.
She was a beautiful christian asking those who have ideas adverse and will not as a body seek to force
Sees Prohibition. have voted it a second time, and as
his to surrender their rights tint its ideas on the public by tillering the
character and devoted member to
is tin- time we could reconsider, Sacred Heart
liach mem
he ntay be saved from temptation. field of political activity,
Slater. Mo. Jin. 11, I'.HC. this
'mi t it look like we would know
ber of the church has the right to exCatholic
of
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gave
this
who
to
men
'Ihe
I
N.
M.
ICd;tor Clovis, News, 'Lu is,
enough to vote for saloons again? J
Catholic Church
this generation were men who be- press himself on all mailers political.
Dear Sir:
don't iliiuk there is a man in our
lieved in the highest degree of indi Inn in i representative of that body
January
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C.
Sunday,
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r.
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inter
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Dead
a.
Grant
been
Have
sonic
at
tout! that would have the face to
is has the moral right to commit his con.
vidual liberty.
That government
con,
and
pro
both
arguments,
clec-tithe
est
greg.ition to any cause political. Jesus
out a petition calling for an
Mass Sermon and Benediction.
C. L. Grant, aged 74, died at best which touches the rights of the
ption cam
being tn'il in the Local
on tin.-- subject again this
c:iiin both eating and drinking and
individual iu the fewest places.
Topic of Sermon: "Men not his farm home ten miles not
in your town.
p.ii;n row hi r,ii;ri-Kestiectftlllv,
was called by the moralists of his dav
I'roni a financial consideration
ting to me, as Adv.
It is all very inn-rK.
. l'
v
i eb'ltoit. and a wine bibber.
Angels
the
Ministers
the
of
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afford
cannot
to
of
l
Sunday,
as
a
Clovis
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of
wc winl lhi.uiv;Ii with the name thing
With stinging words He called" the
in
plane
city
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Ii
thi
the
Gospel."
here eight ye.if.s ago and again four
sult of an attack of pneumonia. is no rcilcction on the larint-r- ot thi vvi.tiW-limoralists wlntcil seuulchers.
Pay?
Does
it
vears a?o. .vid the saloon men and
On Sunday evening at 7:30 p. He leaves a wile and t wo daugh- county to say that many of them With m lash of words Jle drove the
he
t
using
their friends down there are
market at Texico in the event money changers front the Temple,
in. a complete course of instruc ters, who were with him when would
same ai mihieiil that were used here I Some time since two men, rest lovis was dry.
There are many and never called iu the aid of a policein both campaigns, such as higher denta of Clovis,
arguing
were
man's club lo prevent their return. His
ti in on Catholic Doctrine and the end came.
His remains farmers in this countv who arc anti- - was
taxes, vacant in. uses, poorer streets,
a message to the human heart
whether it Catholic Practice will be begun were laid to rest in ihe Clovis roli i li t i ni i s, and we resent the
no lights, no water, no sewer system, the question as to
charge that was made iu last week's lie came to open the eyes of the soul,
and a hundred ami one other things paid to keep a milk cow in town No learned treatises, no contro- cemetery
unfold
to
to the race a higher vision
t
Monday
afternoon. issue ol the Journal that "no
to scare voles to the wet side.
of life,
lie .struck a blow al the piety
up
i, inner
pass
wotilil
there
believes
writer
Tke
respecting
that
simple
easy
exversies,
a
but
lo-i
Here is our situation, we are
.Jr. Grant was one of the pio- l lovis II it was dry and market al
thoe who would rule in his day
.lied on a i .n'roail, and in a railroad is no purer and better paying planation that can be grasped by neer settlers o Curry county Texico because
His voice was not heard
in
the
il was a wet town.
"
diviMon at Hut. nh nil has a
the preachers who would
proposition here, either in town all.
All are welcome!
Come and was hale and hearty until a Those who go there will do so not streit tin- To
n fluv tiTvirr
:i tout! ulitv a shod
political affairs of this day
rule
ucatise thev have "no
Addistance, which has saloon, we havr'Or the country, than cows,
and bring your friends!
The but because thev have S"iio.' elements and age we would suggest, "fio and do
tesv days before death.
had, until lie list month or two, anEvidencing that it does pay to mission free. Much is-- spoken News extends sympathy to the of genuine manhood in ilieir makeup, e likevv ivn."
other town on'y a short distance
It has bei-icharged during this cam.
ami resent the effort of those who dekeep a cow in Clovis, take the for and against Cathoiics, their grief
ivvav, in easy diving distance for
dauyii fend molality at so much per, to force paign that children of tinder years
and
widow
stricken
an. ill, r town vviih saloons, following concrete example:
j doctrines and practices.
'lo ir ideas of morals down ihe throats are .Irinkiua, in the streets of Clovis.
Come. ten.
I'.vcil with
hut it went dry lately.
We are inclined to believe the state-tuin- t
i otlliT.
ago
months
writer
the
Two
door-wthese towns a litu -i at our back
tee and hear for yourself and
was iliavvn from the fertile
An indirect appeal !
the
farmers
have .'ite.idiiv gone ahead, where sold a milk cow to J. A. Pearson, then form your judgment.
Mabry and Barth
of the one who .signed
if t!ii
boycott those who itiiagieat-'otcounty
to
In;'i the dark about on
we
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n
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a
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total
this
you
your
Would
have
J.
we
mouth,
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rather avt
former .,s it should, by the iarnnr of the
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Senator T.
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l
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about Ca!holi"S from. editor of the Clovi Journal and e otintrv The desperate effort to la'.Ii. that t'ih things happen, but if
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lime for Use in the
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a
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demand
lo ii'ei t
''ri:iM-h action is taken we will take
lor amount from th; $J1,70 and you tne teachingi and
manner
may
whatsoever
"m
we have put in a good have a balance of $ 18,50, the ret System or Church:
rts vci:'i a grain of salt.
from on with Siiiutor l.jaai B'.rt'i ai.
"it ilii." The I'liMiii s men 'f!
svvcr sa
i". i vtended our
v.'lein. ttain for the month. This does
( rnf-:will not be driven into to tne
wno lias spent tnirtefn years in
and
ior that city b.-- lovis
and ha e a'l li water and pow er
s
of thouaatnk of dollar' worth of VIs
in use, tl. e
and wat-ti m not take into account seven gal the study of its teachings,
and tlia lir:t oi taa week. Maury's business daily by any tbriat coming
ting, and from the Ions
,ne
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of milk that Mrs. Pearson has been all hi.-- lifetime I'utniluir friends here lYel t;iat lie will
The
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present oittloi.k, it will only be a short
i.iiiueuce ".il vehatsoivvr m:inner ir.i)
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in
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"iir smaller towns with buhls' where
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to coerce the business men of lis a long way to jro
ble, after every rain, we have now
Mrp. J. L. Greear died Friday
0. F. M. Pastor. an established practice with one ( '.vis to vote his way. A cause that It? a Innii way ovrr to Texio
lite hc- -t streets .alleys, street crossis just dfies not need to rcsoil to such
N. B. I do not prttend to he of the best lawyers in the state. tactics
ings and the best walks of any town at her home on the farm north
To the border town you know
in order li will.
ni this part of the state, and all this
Clovis is now on a sound business Good bye Tom and Jerry.
15 miles northeast a walking Encyclopeda, able to Mr. and Mrs. Mabry were in
.ythotit increasing our taxes so that of Texico and
basis, it is unwise to take any step
:acy arc a burden to property owners: of Clovis, as a result of an solve all problems in geometry, Clovis for several days the first
that will turn thousands of dollars bar well Rock and Rye,
in fact, they have not been raised at
from the channels of trade to another lis a long way over to Texico
attack of pneumonia and was astrology, politics, economics of the week visiting friends.
:ill since we voted the saloons out.
city, and tha ii without doubt what
She etc, but feel confident, that I
there Saturday.
The total bonded indebtedness of buried
Adv
will happen if we vote dry. The ar- When Clovis goes dry ".
our town is Jts.nuu.no. none of which leaves a ' husband
The infant child of J. B. Woods gument that "Texico only has three
three can give you light on many dark
is due yet, and we have enough money
saloons and can have no more until
on hand to pay all bonds that will be children who have the deepest points concerning dofma or re- died at the farm home north of they reach a population of four thouW. A. Foyil
the Tucumcari
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sand" does not touch Ihe case. Three
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banker,
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in the Clovis cemetery Monday.
with them in their great loss.
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THE CLOVIS NEWS
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A FRIEND TO THE

TRADE REVIVAL III

WORKINGMAN

WESTER!!

CANADA

years ago I was so troubled with
trouble and inflammation of the
bladder that I hid to lease working my1
farm. Life looked dark to me until
heard of Dr. Kilmer's Bwamp-no.
I tried a bottle
J
ii.
at onoe. Alter
and began to feel better
Eligible
..I .
aai1
iru Maa
uiing five or six Domes
continued to work as 1 had before
As the debutante days roll around the conditions and my affliction.
WASHINGTON.
.
v...- TV. --Kilmers
young girls' In Washington come uppermost In the minds
r- l want wis a i.t.
kidney medicine that wiU
of the chaperons aad entertainers. They are not of the most enticing the Swamp-Roo- t
conditions and attractions. The scar cure and I owe my gooo wo
city ot eligible or desirable young men peat five ar six years to it.wwy,
lours vary
In Washington Is a household comW. MORRIS,
generations.
ao
plaint. It has been
for
B, Bos 81. Preeeott, Ark.
No.
D.
F.
R.
marYet there are marriages, brilliant
B..k.iht ti nnra to before BM. this
riages, taking place all the time.
day of March, 1813.
However, la has to be acknowlU. XI. UUAVUK,
edged by the oldest Inhabitants,
Notary Publle.
that this Is no place to raise boys in m-i- . i. .
(..( Mr. O. W. Met
til.
to make the most ot themselves. So,
at this store
ris has bought Bwamp-Roafter their college days, they are in tha past.
,
.
m
whisked off, generally to some more
Druggist.
businesslike city or town, to practice
WO Do For Yea
their professions or to learn a business and then pursue It. The consequence Prove Whit Swamp-Roo-t
Is that the girls are left here, to mingle with what Is left, which Is not always
bend ten cenie w
DiMhamton. N. Y., for a aimple ilse bot
the best possiblo.
tle. It will convince anyone. You win
It is not an uncommon thing at all for a hostess, who Is launching a aleo receive
a booklet ot vaiuame inior.
debutante on the social wave, to ask despairingly of her friends, even those mation, telling about the sianeye n
When writing, be euro sod mention
who are not "in society," "Do you know some young men for me to cultivate,
.
n
At... .
.nil AmW
ut.j-vthis paper, iwiunr
to ask to my parties this year?"
bottles for sale at all drug
dollar
girls
things"
socially
they
not
completely
are
If
are
here,
of
"out
So
for atoree. Adv.
mally preseutcd by their parents, that It Is almost a necessity for them to go
an mtinh time
- ... ana-.,- -:
f,
through with the formality ot a debut tea or dance.
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kidney

Not a Myth but an Actuality
Shown in the Returns of Ag-

HE KEPT HIS PLEDGE
John N. Tillman of Faynttevllle.
Ark., Is an ambitious person with
feacleanly chiseled, statemanllke
tures, red held red bair with a romantic backward sweep and a disposition to do those things that be
eta out to do. Consequently, bocauso
be made a little agreement In his early
boyhood to go to congress, he has gone
to congress. Mora than thirty years
B
W
ago a pair of youngsters, one of thorn
i y '
Tillman, sat under a big oak tree and
4.
I
offhandedly made a boyish compact
i
v
to meet some day In congress. Tho
plnn ontered Into llRhtly was not
.
seulcd In blood, Huck Finn fushlon,
or anything like that; still, as Tillman
looked at it, an agreement is an ngrno-mcnlie took the thing seriously
and raado up his mind to keep the
tryst. Ever since thut day under the
big ouk tree he has conducted himself
as ono having an appointment to fulfill and eager to be on the way. Moth
it., vmmff men who frainea the nlcdce became lawyers and each served his
up, so far
district as prosecuting attorney. Then one ot the young men blew
He quit thinking about con- as attain to bis agreement was concerned.
s and became a 1'resbyterlan minister.
After serving as district prosecutor Tillman became a circuit Judge and
en was honored by being elected president of the University or ArKansns.
Thut might have been enough honor for Tillman, and doubtless would
Ha bad told his friend he was going
leave been, except for hlB agreement.
When bo
to be on hand at a certain pluce, and he meant to do Just that.compact,
and
Ikrguu his cnmpalgn he frankly told the voters about his boyish
ot it squaroly up to thera whether he should be able to keep his agreement

Washington

ricultural Statistics and
Every Department of
Trade and Commerce.

Tha trad revival In Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta Is an actuality
and not a myth. Thera la today a
spirit of optimism In the air, Just as
two years ago there prevailed tha opposite spirit of pessimism.
A general trade revival has been
felt In every department of business In
The agriculthe Prairie Provinces.
turists are In better shape than they
have ever been before In their Uvea.
No farmers of any country are In better financial condition and In a more
general state of prosperity than are
the farmers ot Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta. The farmers have
harvested a record crop a crop which
enriches them to the extent of something over $400,000,000.
In the cities the prosperity of the
country has been reflected. Every
where business Is on the hustle. The
wholesalers and the retailers and the
Implement dealers find business good.
The banks and other collection houses
find collections satisfactory, and financial men declare that westerners are
paying up their debts. In Winnipeg
the bank clearings have been the largest In history, exceeding some weeks
the figures of Montreal and Toronto.
The grain shipments have bean the
biggest In the history of Winnipeg and
In the history of the twin ports, Fort
William and Port Arthur. The mall
"what else was there for the voters to do? You couldn't go to the polls order houses have had a big year, the
rush of fall orders exceeding all previend force a man to breuk a pledge, could you?
ous years and taxing the capacity ot
these establishments, whose most sanguine expectations have been exceeded
SUCCESSOR TO FRENCH
by the actual business done.
The tide has turned In western Canada. The peopra of the West are
Gen. Sir Douglas Ilnlg. who has
forging ahead, forging ahead In actual
eded Field Marshal French as
production and In creation of wealth,
ejommander of the British forces In
giving generously to charitable and
Flanders,
is
nance and
other funds, paying up their back
years old. He began his military eadebts, while going along carefully as
rner with the Seventh Hussars in 1886
regards any creation of new debts.
ami served In the Sudan and South
They are economizing but not scrimp
African campaigns. In both of which
"
ing, acting cautiously but not miserly.
5v '
to won distinguished honors aud proThe financial heads of eastern Canada,
motions.
of the United States and ot Europe are
At the outbreak of the present
no longer criticizing western Canada:
command-sageneral
olllcer
war he was
rather they are unstintedly offering
was
at Aldershot and afterward
their praise and their compliments.
made commander of the first army.
The financial press recognises that
Several times during the war Genthe tide has turned In western Canada,
eral Hal has been highly pralsod In
and It has been published to the world.
the dispatches of the general bo has
The condition of western Canada at
acceoded.
At the battlo of the AIbiio
tbs close of 1915 Is one of optimistic
hi conduct was described by Field
prosperity, backed by the same deterMarshal Sir John French as "bold,
mination of western people to go on
skinful and decisive."
Increasing
their productiveness and
Field Marshal French in his
maintaining the roeords which they
to the British war ofltce desorib-tn- c
have already established.
the famous retreat from Mons,
The trade revival of western Canada
credited Sir Douglas with having extricated his corps from a difficult positiou
Is the happiest feature In the business
at Landrecles.
1915
General Halg Is a Scotchman. He won his first honor under Oencral Kitch- lurvey of the whole Dominion for
1916.
ener (n the Sudan, whore he was promoted to a brevet mujor on the Held for nd In the outlook for
gallantry at Atbara and before Khartum.
ol
The Vnited Btates used
the 40,000,000,000 pounds of sugar produced In the world last your.
PRESIDENT OF PERU
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Time itl Pape's Diapepsin ends
all Stomach misery in five
minutes.
back-ta-

They

Jik

GAS

eat hit

How

said the rapltol guide, casting a critical eye at Benjamin FALLING HAIR MEANS
1 Franklin, "cost $10,000. It's carved out ot solid marble," he added hurskepticism In the eye of the large lady from
riedly, as he noted the deep-se- t
DANDRUFF IS ACTIVE
Ohio.
"Just look at the buttonholes,
niadame," continued the guide persuasively. "Do you think you could
6ave Your Halrl Get a CB Cent otttw
work better ones even In cloth. NoT
f Dsnderlns Right Now Ala
That's right When you go home, la
tops Itching Scalp.
dies and gentlemen, you can tell
everybody that you've seen a statue
with better buttonholes than a tailor
Thin, brittle, colorless and aoram
could make. Hiram Powers did this
la mute evidence ot a neglected
bair
statue, and It's a great work of art ,
of dandruff that awful sourt
scalp;,
Before we pass on you might notice
Is nothing ao destructive to
There
the cuticle around the finger nail. And,
the hair as dandruff. It robs tha hair
remember, all carved out Of solid mar
ble." As soon as the last member ot the party bad entered the president's of It luster, Its strength and Its very
room the guide closed the door. For the moment that part ot him which was lite; eventually producing a feverish- art critic made way for the business man,
nesa and Itching of tho scalp, whioa
"I notice." he said somewhat bitterly, "that my party Is getting larger It not remedied causes the hair roots
all the time. I enjoy explaining the wonders ot this remarkable Duiiumg to shrink, loosen and die then Uu
verv much, but some of my friends here have not paid their quarters.
hair tails out fast A little Dsndertne
Four men and a boy left the room hurriedly and a woman banded over a
tonight now any time will surely
dollar
"This is the chair In which the president sits when be comes to the save your hair.
Get a 26 cent bottle of Knowltoa
rapitol to sign or veto bills on the lest day ot congress," continued the guide.
"Would any member of my party like to sit In the chalrT You can take the Danderlne from any store, and altar
'president's place without his salary," he added facetiously In order to relieve the first application your hair will
the strain of the moment No one moved toward the red leather chair, though take on that lite, luster and luxuriance
If looked comfortable.
which is so beautiful. It will become
"Wmm Wit " aiid tha leader, "we oass Into the marble room, which Is wavy and fluffy and have the appear
room
marme
reception
room It Is called
nnnil hv the senators as a orlvate
ance of abundance; an Inoomparable
ffecaiiso. ss you see, It Is all marble. We will now walk to yia west front of gloss i and softness, hut what win
llhe capltol into statuary ball. You'll often hear this called tn 'ijaii oi rame. please you most will be after last
T.ut It Isn't. It s statuary' hall. Each state In the Union has the right to send
few weeks' use, when yon will actualstatues In bronze or marble of two of Its favorite sons.
"What state are you from?" demanded the guide, with disconcerting ly see a lot of tine, downy hair new
as he turned on an Inoffensive old woman who had paid ber hair crowing all over the scalp. Adv.
quarter and never wronged a soul.
The cross was In some sense a re- "Missouri." she admitted.
Triumphantly the guide. Indicated a ststue of a pudgy little man, wearing llclous symbol among the heathen be
an enormous wing collar which tickled both ears. It was labeled Benton. fore the Christian era.
The old lady regarded It without enthusiasm. Shoup was next Identified at
tot Grer Hairs bet Ttra Brae
statesmen and an
the request of a man from Idaho, and some

nn nmi PTnMnnu
imniiifniiiiHHiin

Do soms foods you

Is

boosting the other fellow's game that
they forget their own.

(PHIS statue,"

one-fift-

Joso Pardo has again assumed the
presidency of the republic of Peru,
and now that South America and
South American afTnlrs are attracting
the notice of the I'nltod States, bin
career and record ot sorvlce are of
special Interest.
Mr. Pardo was born In Lima some
fifty years ago, the third son of the
famous BtuloBtnun, Manuel Pardo, himself a former president of the republic
During the early years of hit life Mr.
Pardo devoted his attention to the
family estates, the principal production of which Is sugar cane. Turning
to politics, he was elected president
.
of the republic for the term
and It is his achievements during this
period that promise a Btalilo govern-
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Men

Matrons Feel Lack of

ste

well-know-

snake us look oiuer than we are. Kee
educator from Alabama whose name begins with an "N," or, perhaps, It's an your Eyes young and you will look young.
After the Movlee Murine Tour Eyes. Don't
"R," was pointed out.
tell your ace. Murine Eye Remedy Co
Chicago, Benda Kye Book on requeat

Prehistoric Musical Instruments in the Museum

A Question.
Nurse The new patient In our ward
grotesque
odd
case,
and
are exhibited
Is light headed.
the National muBeum, In a large
AT looking
objects, which upon examination prove to be a collection of
Doctor Delirious or blonde?
musical Instruments, relics of prehistoric man who flourished upon this con
tinent centuries ago. If tried, tbey
will still give forth notes as clear as
they did a thousand years ago.
You may be brave enough to
The objects Include whistles, flag
.
stand backache, or headache, or
eolets, pan pipes, whistling vases and
If, In addition, ur
rattles of stone, bone, reed and pot dizziness. Hut
ination is disordered, look outl
tery from the United States, Mexico,
try
to fix your sick
If you don't
Central and South America. They
kidneys, you may tall Into the
were derived largely from burial
olutches of kidney trouble before
places, where they bad been placed as you know It. But if you live more
carefully and help your kidneys
the property of the dead, or as offer
ings to the gods,
with Doan's Kidney Pills, yon can
stop the pains you have and avoid
The more simple forms ot these
as well.
Instruments give bat one note, and fiany havo served merely as calls or future danger
Hiirnala.
Case
Colorado
,
...
.
.
.
.
I
r.
muri;ai,
Th nnttnrv Instruments from Mexico, central ana ooum
J. K. May. KM Halo
highly
more
mnriaior!
Bt, Sterling,
Colo.,
in arrnnsouo human and animal forma, are, however,
says: "I waa helpless
developed and show In some degree the progress which the aborigines had
with pain In my back
made In the art of music.
and zny Umbo were
The whistling mechanism In all of the pottory Instruments corresponds
stilt and sore. I
to that of the modern flageolet or ocarina.
eouldn't sleep well at
An Interesting Instrument Is a bone flute from an ancient grave near
night and had to pass
ends
pelican,
the
brown
of
part
ulna
the
of the
Lima Peru. It Is formed of
the kidney secretions
portion
removed.
bone
of the
toe often. Boon after
h.vina- hAn cut off and the cellular
gods
which
using Doan's Kidney
Rome of the rattles, which, perhaps, were modeled after the
Pills,
I Improved and
were
prehistoric maa worshiped, are so horrible In appearance that, If they
gradually tha pains
used to amus the babies ot those bygone days as rattles are used at the
left My kidneys are
present time. IJ is a wonder the children ever got any enjoyment out of them.
now In good shape, '
CM Daea'e at Aa Stare, SOa a Baa

It's Foolish to Suffer

c

good, but work badly; ferment
Into stubborn Nmps and cause a sick
Now, Mr. oi
sour, gassy stomach?
Mra Dyspeptic. Jot this down: Pape'i
Diapepsin digests everything, leavlni
aothlng to sour and upset you. Ther
ment
anything ao safely quick, s
The bonedts derived by the coun- never was
effective. No difference how
try during Mr. Pardo's previous terra certainly
badly your stomach Is disordered yot
of office, where the reforms were efwill get happy relief In uve minutes
numerous
treaties
fected, show that
but
what pleases you most la that K
way
for
paved
the
the
ere signed, as well as diplomatic agreements, which
and regulates your stom
strengthens
neighboring
amicable solution of the grave frontier disputes with the
sch so you can oat your favorite foodi
without fear.
You feel different as soon as "Pape'i
Diapepsin" comes In contact with thi
GALUENI, ENERGETIC AND SIMPLE
stomach distress Just vanishes youi
i
stomach gets sweet no gases, no belch
Are Champion
lng, no eructations ot undigested food
roSTBUOLBURN CO. BUFFALO, M. T.
Knergetlc simplicity is the domiGo now, make the best Investment
nating characteristic of General Gal
t
are the best guessers In the United States T Baseball umpires? No,
large
by
a
getting
made,
you
ever
WHO
Dent, France's new mlnlstor of war,
"no." Who then? Why, the weather men. Those In the employ
case ot Pape's Diapepsin from any
east he gave a good example of It on
how
Sam
Uncle
.are the champion weather forecasters of the world, for they
of
five
minutes
You
In
realize
store.
t
eptember 3. 1914. when be found
Is to suffer from Indigos- - hit It right nine times out of ten. And
It
needless
desuddenly intrusted with the
tlon, dyspepsia or bad stomach. Adv, year In and ysar out at that.
I OEPT
fease of Paris upon that crucial day.
I SAY
If you hate been in the habit of
Cot out cetherHce end purpattrre. They an
The government had fled to
an utaii nasi em, wuwjs,
Bosporus Is about 17 miles long reading your local weather report In RMtt ER SHlttf,
f . j nrBaeaaa.
The
Ik,
before the onrush of the Teuto
out
Just
mile
"doping"
It
CARTER'S LITTLE
the morning and
with a breadth of a third of a
71v
tUlhilCO
of
tonic hordes. Oallienl must defend the
the
the opposite way, why take note
miles.
UVER
PILLS
two
city. He felt that his first duty was to
following:
Purely vegetable. Act
PlBTrnr
lentiy on me liver. y
I L.KM
ten the Parisians of the situation beaVHrt
"Taking tie Vnited Statea as a
Tablets
eliminate one, and
Weeks'
Jt piitti r I
famous
a
for TODAY
fore them. Ho summoned
averaging
forecasts
the
and
whole
Soothe
Ihedfllratc
and
Colds
remedy
for
guaranteed
prepare
A
UV
the
membrane of
historian on his stall to
IMIVtH I
a year, we old that about nine
Dowel. Cert
Noiiie
La Grippe. Price 25c of your aruggisi
proclamation.
CcaiHpaHas,
out of every ten made by our
Adv.
nothing
else.
It's good. Take
SillcatatM,
Galllenl glanced at the long,
are verified," said Prof.
forecasters
phrases, thanked the hisscat eaa lailfttHaa. ei allUcaa kern.
Charles P. Marvin, chief ot the
More than 4.800 persons have ap
torian, handed him his page and,
bureiu. "The average percentage of verification for the United SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICK,
weather
polar
plied to Join the latest British
picking up a pen, wrote:
States for thd year ending In September, 1114," he continued, "was 88.4 per
Genuine must bear Signature
expedition.
"To the Inhabitants and the Army
cent It has been running pretty regularly for some time now between 88
ot
the
members
The
orf Paris:
and 90 per ct it'
Only Ono "BROMO QUININE"
of the republic have left Paris
It's easl to predict the weather In some parts of the states than In
full
name.
ealt
genuine,
for
he
Te
tal
national
Loo lor llinalare
ja give a new impulse to the
others,
he extlalns. All along the southern border ot the country, up the
DKOMO JU1N1SB.
Curat Cold in Qua Daf . ate- - Atlantic aa fir as Delaware and up the I'acinc to trie uaiuornia ooraer the
l have received the order to
1 B. W. GROVE.
very
end
carry
P
out
I
to
will
the
fwa
"bull's-ey- e
etetend raria against the Invader. That order
hits" In weather forecasting runs above 90.
Betas raaaooaale. Hlsheel aateranraa. Jtaeiaarekae
A woman Is always perfectly sure
up
In
the
are
northwestern
It
toughest
time
of
felloes
Oullloni."
have
who
the
The
to
comes
It
right
along the Canadian border
That pbras. "to the very end" Jusqu' an bout put heart Into tho she Is In theopinion until
W. N. U, DENVER, NO.
with real money. rtatea,
backing ber
Parisians. It is the most famous phrase the war has given Franco.
1904-08-
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ELABORATE

DECEIVE ' ENEMY

AVIATORS

BETTER

THAN

HAVE COMPLETED

STEAM

ELECTRIC CURRENT 8EEM3 TO
HAVE PROVED SUPERIORITY.
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Many Railroads, After Exhaustive
Tsats, Have Demenatrated
Its
Value See Immense Savinfl
en Their Coal Bills.
The Hutte, Anaconda and Paclflo
railroad handles much heavier trains
electrically than those formorly hauled
by steam. The speed is also nearly
twice as great The freight movement
Is one of the heaviest in the world;
yet owing to tho Increased train
weight and schedule speed, night work
has been greatly reduced, aud at the
same time, a larger tonnage hauled
than ever beforo. Tho curreut is
and, added to the other advantages, about $2uO,uuO,000 per annum
Is saved In the cost of the current compared with the former coal bills.
The Chicago, Milwaukee & 8t. Paul
railroad now has about eighty-fivrniloa of its road electrified.
Work Is
under way to electrify 440 miles ad
ditional.
Trains will be heated by
boilers. The
steam from
saving on coal bills la expected to
amount to over $1,000,000 a year.
Electricity Is extensively employed
In other countries.
In Switzerland,
where there is no coal and many water powers have been developed, It
la used on many lines, and the governso operate all
ment has decided-tthe lines of the Swiss state railroads.
Three Important projects are under
consideration in India and work has
very recently been completed In Sweden on 70 miles of the most northerly
railroad In the world, botween
and Narvik, which extends 130
miles within the Arctlo circle. This
railroad has reported an increase of
40 per rent in the weight of its trains
and a 60 per cent increase in apeed
by the use of electricity. When the
power plants at Daleff and Porjas in
Laplund are completed thoy will supply the power to the state railroads of
northern Swedeu.
The latest systom of electrification
will be used to operate the trains
tfirough the new Canadian Paclflo tunnel near Glacier, B. C. This tunnel
will be the longest railroad on the
western hemisphere, except one for
the unfinished "Moffat" road In Colorado. It is Just 5 feet over 5 miles
long. It cuta down the grade over
500 feet, shortens the route 4
miles
and eliminates 4 miles of snow sheds
which cost about $100,000 a year for
maintenance. The engineering work
of the undertaking forms a most interesting story of itself.
A work of great importance Is also
under way at Melbourne, Australia.
The chunge affects 289 miles of track
and Involves an expenditure of over
10.000,000. Though provision is made
for handling upwards of twice the
number of passengers and also increasing the speed of the trains, the
change will effect a saving of about
$000,000 a year in operating costs.
Originally 1917 was sot for the completion of the work, but the General
Electric company, which is supplying
400 motors for the service, states it Is
so advanced that it will be In operation in 191G.
d,
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Thl la prolmbly the mom elaborate deceptive devtoe used byany of tho belligerent armlea. The French
mortars In wool and other places, where they are hidden from
posted a large number of their
placed very clever tako guns
the enomya "air eyes." In order to docetve the Oorman aviators, tho French have
figures are
around the real mortars. Thoy are substantially built of wood and metal to look genuine, and uniformed
way off pull Urlngs
placed about to represent the gun squad. When an aviator appears overhead. Midlers a long
to make the figures move. Smoke also comes out of the gun muzzlo.
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The flmt batch of wounded aoldlers from the Macedonian campaign to reaca Caira
the Britlah hospital by native Egyptian atretcher bearers
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KEEPS

BAGGAGE

IN

NEWEST

oi.B ut Hie Italian :U.6 mllllmeler gima In the niountalna above (luriU
during the long siege of that Austrian city. The crew Is about to put lo the
projectile.
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CARE FOR YOUR HAIR

IDEA

Frequent 8hampoos With Cuticura
Soap Will Help You. Trial Free.
Precede shampoo by touches of
Ointmont if needed to spots
of dandruff, Itching and irritation of
the scalp. Nothing better for the conv
plexlon, balr, bands or skin thas)
emollients. Also
these
as preparations for the toilet
Free sample each by mail with Book.
Address postcard, Cuticura, Dept U
Boston. Sold everywhere. Adv.

ra

super-cream-

Oomeatie Drama.
are the papers?'

he

She looked him fearlessly in Otm
eye. "I huve hidden thorn," she saM
calmly.
You dare to defy mat
"Woman!
Produce those papers liiBtantly, or

I""That will

do, Henry. Sit down an
I'll give ye

eat your breakfust, and

tho morning papers after you are
through. I'm tired of seeing yoa as
Brake Shoe.
absorbed in the war news In the mora-Inthat you haven't time to say a
to the particular construction of the
and its connection word to me or the children."
with the wear block or brake shoe in
Sensitive.
such manner that It cannot become
Every seat In the trolley was
disconnected from the latter. From
when a group of women got
the Scientific American.
through the car to collect the
fares, the conductor noticed a man
EASIER TO HANDLE BAGGAGE asleep. Seizing htm by the shoulder,
he proceeded to shake him back to
Railroads Also Ssve Largs Amounts a state of consciousness.
by the Use of Elactrio Carriers
"Wake up!" shouted the conductor
on Platforms.
"I wasn't asleep," said the passes
ger.
Streams of perspiring men hauling
"Not asleep," snapped the eoodne- hand trucks piled high with baggage tor. "Then what did you have your
once blocked the platforms of the sta- eyes closed for?"
tions. The electric baggage carrier
"It was because of the crowded cosv
has solved the problem of the old "bag dltlon of the car," explained tho pas-gage smasher." It doea tho work that senger. "I Just hate to see wtimes
formerly required four times as much standing.
labor and twice as many men.
A recent traflio report shows the
LACK OF MONEY
electric truck has saved the railroads
Was a Godsend in This Case.
C6 por cent in tho cost of transferring
baggage and freight. Under the old
It Is not always that a lack of money
method of hand truck operation the Is a benefit.
cost por ton of hnmlllng freight at
A lady in Ark. owes her health te
railroad terminals and steamship piers the fact that she could not pay Is
was 25 cents, while the cost per ton advance the fee demanded by a spefor performing the same work with cialist to treat her tor stomach trouelectrically propelled baggage trucks ble. In telling of her cose she says:
is but 10 H cents.
"I bad been treated by four different
The controller In these modern physicians during 10 years of stomach,
trucks Is inclosed, and an automatic trouble. Lately I called on another
cutoff switch minimizes accidents. One who told me he could not cur mo;
handle is used as controller lever and that I had u. uralgla of the stomach.
the other handle for steering. When Then I went to a specialist who U)M
the operator removes his foot from me I had catarrh of the stomach aa4
the brake pedal the cutoff switch cuta aid be could cure me in tour months,
off the power.
but would have to have bis money
down. I could not raise the neoss-arAir Brske Device.
sum snd In my extremity I was
An invention, described in the Sci- led to quit coffee and try Postna.
"The results have been magical. I
entific American, provides means
under control of the engineer for now sleep well at night, something I
retaining the air pressure in the had not done for a long time; the pals
brake cylinder of the cars of the train in my stomach is gone ami I aa a
while the auxiliary reservoirs there- different woman.
"Every time I had tried to stop eo
under are being recharged, thereby
securing greater safety In handling fee I suffered from severe headaches,
trains on grades, and also securing so I continued to drink it, although 1
greater economy Iff the use of air had reason to believe it was Injurious
and dispensing with the services of to me. But when I had Postucs ta
the train hands xr brakemen for the shift to it waa different
purpose.
"To my surprise I did not miss cot-- ,
fee when I began to drink Post urn.
"Coffee had been steadily and sorely
Electrle
Electricity has been railed upon to killing me and I didn't fully realise
what was doing it until i quit
extend greatly the use of the
In painting.
For flnishlng furniture changed to Postum." Name given by
and other portable articles, a galvan- Postum Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
Postum comes In two forms:
l
cabinet, with wired-glas- s
ised
Postum Cereal the original form-m-ust
windows, is now used, and is
be well boiled. 16c and 25c packequipped with a motor-driveexhaust
fan, electric hooter for warming air ages.
or finishing liquid to 120 degrees F or
Instant Postum a soluble powder- higher, electric lights, a special con- dissolves quickly in a cup of hot
tainer for the liquid, an air regulator, ter, and, with cream and sugar, makes
and an adjustable turntable. With a a delicious beverage Instantly. Ms
revolverlike brush, a pressure of 70 and fiOc tins.
pounds sprays enamel, varnish, sheldoth kinds are equally itellrtoDS
lac, bronie, celluloid or other liquid at snd coft about the same per cup.
three times the rate of hand-brusTl.orc's a Keasou" for return,
painting.
olJ by Dnxora
g

j
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on the heads of
the passengers.
The outer side
of the rack is
made high and
consists of two
gates sliding on rods at top and bottom. The gates slide independently
In using, one of the
of each other.
gates Is slid to one side, the baggage
is placed in position In the rack, and
the gate Is slid back to close the
M

lis

acci-detil-

9

air-brus- h

sheet-meta-

r

v

More than half the newspapers
in the world are prlutod In Ut
English lauguugfl.

"Where

AuHtrla-Hungar-

ten-yea-

s

No Faddiem.
"Do you believe in' telepathy?"
"No; our doctor is a good old all
path."

PLACE

Frederick ('. I'ennVld. American amwho Is opening. Popular Mechanics.
bassador to
handling the Ancona notes at Vienna.
WATER SUPPLY ON TURKISH DESERT
Railroad Accidents in France.
a
The whole subject of railroad
baa In past yeara interested
Thunderstorm Statistics,
In the Monthly Won her Review. W. France aa much aa it has the United
H. Alexander has puMlnhed a sorted States and according to carefully comyears there
of thlrtoen charts, shewing, for each piled statistics in normal
32,000,-00- 0
month and for the year, the frequency is but one passenger killed In
carried, and but one injured to
of thunderstorms occurring at the regular stations of the weather bureau 1,800,001) carried.
Tho growing safety of railroad
r
period 1904-1during the
13,
Taking tho period as a travel was strikingly pointed out by
Inclusive.
whole, he finds two rtglons of maxi- M. Sartiaux, in the Annales des Pouts
mum frequency; one orer Florida and et (.'hausscca. who showed that between
the other over northern New Mexico. the years 1S35 and 187S, a period
The station having tie highest rec- of 40 years, 1,781,403,687 passengers
ord Is Tampa. Fla.. with 944 thunder were carried In France and that
storms In ten years, or nearly a hun- of this number one was killed to
5,178,490 carried and one Injured to
dred a year. Two othr Florida
period
more than KOI. In the New 180,450 carried. In the
since 1875 railroad travel has tripled
Mexico center of high thundorstorm
frequency, Santa Fe is credited with In safety.
M. Sartiaux doveloped the curious
732 thunderstorms In tin years. The
stage coach travel of olden
Herman well diggers accompanying the Turkish army on Its way across fewest storms are recorded at sta- fact that
times was far more dangerous, one
the desert discovered that It would be necessary to cache water along the tions on the Pacific cor(, especially passenger being
killed to 35.000 carFor this reason they contrived water boxes, which are "planted" at in California and Washington, the recroute
and one Injured to 65,000 carcertain Intervals across the desert sands. The photograph shows the great ord for Infrequent thunierstorms be- ried,
array of boxes at one of the water stations. The water carriers are waiting ing held by San KTaurltco, with only ried W. S. Hlatt in Railway Age
Gazette.
eight In ten years.
for Ue srrjval of the troops.

BRAKE

Look back at your childhood dayrn.
Remember the "dose" mother Insisted
on castor oil, calomel, cathartloa,
How you hated them, bow you fought
against taking them.
With our children it's different
Mothers who cling to the old form of
physio simply don't realise what thy
do. The children's revolt Is
Their tender Uttle "lnsidos" are
.
Injured by tbem.
If your child's stomach, liver and
bowels need cleansing, give only delicious "California Syrup of Flga." Ita
action la positive, but gentle. Millions
of mothers keop this harmless "fruit
laxative" handy; they know cblWrea
love to take it; that it never falls U
clean the liver and bowels and sweeten the stomach, and that a teaspoonM
given today saves a sick child tomorrow.
bottle
Ask at tho store for a
of "California Syrup of Figs," which
has full directions for babies, childrea
plainly
of all ages and for grown-upaa each bottle. Adv.

This Invention Is In tho form of an
improvement in that type of brake
shoes for railroad rolling stock In
which a body or wear portion Is cast
upon a comparatively
thin back
formed of steel or other wrought metal, and serving as a
for the body. The Invention relates

,4

i

FORM

CHILffSJOILS

It is cruel to force nauseating,
harsh physio into a
sick child.

Invention That Is Considered an Improvement Over the Type Now In
Common Use.

for band baggage and, at the same
time, eliminate all danger of Its falling

r

A

i

A new type of baggage rack Juat
put In service on a western railroad
is designed to provide ample storage

r

SYRUP OF FIGS
Rail-

Undoubtedly the most important
event In railroad construction in Turkey to date Is the recent completion
of the large tunnel on the Kagdad
railroad, piercing the Amanus mountains on the border between Asia
Minor and Syria. It Is known as the
Baghtche tunnel.
With the completion of the Kaghtthe
tunnel the most serious difficulties
connected with the construction of the
Bagdad railroad have been overcome,
and the work of connecting up many
of the Isolated stretches of track may
be expectod to be completed with reasonable rapidity, despite the war In
which Turkey is engaged.
The now tunnel is three miles In
length by far the longest In Turkey.
While the tunnel Is not as long as
many found In the Alps, It Is claimed
that the engineiring difficulties encountered In boring the nnr.htche tunnel have been as greut bb those encountered elsewhere. For several hundred yards the englnoois were con
fronted with a rock of practically pure
quartz, which was so hard that It was
norosHary to have recourse to boring
machines of special construction. The
tunnel Is on a grade and emerges at
one end 197 feet above the level of the
entrance, after having reached at one
point a level of 246 feet above that of
the entrance. The railroad leading to
the tunnel passes over eight steel
bridge and through nine small tunnels. Scientific American.

New Rack for Railroad Coaches That
Also Ooes Away With Possibility of Accidents.

f

BORE

Baghtche Tunnel en the Bagdad
road, of Immense Importance,
Is Finished.

KJor-onva-
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The Clovis
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Which Shall it Be?
By Capt. Blumlein.

The New8

Printing Company

inW. C. Zerwer For Clerk
dustries are not to be nurpassed
In the announcement columns
by any town of its siza in the we are authorized to announce
I say, boys stay the name of W. C. Zerwer for
southwest.
with it, if our Dry friends don't county clerk subject to the
like to take a drink they don't wishes of the Democratic party.
have to. Let us uphold toler- Mr. Zerwer is another of tho
ance, bo men. Burns says "A old timers that is so well and
man can be a man for aw that." favorably known as to need no
If the town goes Dry our taxes introduction on our part. He
will be higher, our property will came t o Clovis
about five
decrease in value, some of our years ago from Texas and has
nice Main Street buildings will resided here continuously since
be empty and our money will go that time, first engaging in the
to Texico.
insurance and abstract business
I am too old to join the jug and wes later appointed city
society or take some or my hardj clerk of Clovis, which posit ion
earned money to Texico and he filled so satisfactorily that he
Many years was picked by Governor Mchelp kill Clovis.
experience in Kansas has taught Donald from a field of many
me that it is better to be temper aspirants for the position of
ate and follow the principles of County Clerk. Several of our
of my ancestors, who were re- leading citizens who recognized
nowned in the days of Rome as his ability as an accountant and
well as on the battlefield at the
unhesitatingly recpresent moment.
ommended him to the Governor
I do not understand the mo- for the position.
He held the
tive of the Drjs in trying to position of deputy clerk for
close up everything in Clovis some time previous to receiving
but I do know that there will be the appointment aHd was theremore or less bootlegging and fore tamiliar with the duties of
several jitney lines to Texico. the office. He keeps his records
If a man is a man he can be a in good shape and cordially ingentleman in the Bar room as vites the public to come and inThe spect his worn.
well as in the Church
prohibition agitators are advanc-nall kinds of blood curdling,
J. Simpson Morgan
grave yard stories to mislead
Simpson Morgan, whose
J.
the honest voter and I maintain
announcement
for the office of
that their whole system ia eno f Curry County,
Treasurer
tirely wrong.
subject to the action of the
If the Drys insist on organiz
democratic primaries, appears
stratergy
ing i.nd using unlawful
in this issue, is anelsewhere
to accomplish their purpose it
of
old timers in this
other
the
wili be necessary for the peqple
of
section
the
state. He came
who want to be free ard have
among the first
County
Curry
to
elbow room to organize a Club
and settled
the
of
homeseekers
Roebuck
&
and send to Sears
on a tract of land near Texico.
their
for
Ward
Montgomery
and
He was for several years Comgoods instead of buying them
missioner
at Texico and studied
from our fellow Prohibition
being
law,
admitted to practice
townsmen who are in business
of the state.
courts
before
the
everything
here and are .doing
Upon
resignation
of W. D.
the
they caa to tear down our town
Judge
McBee,
of this
as
Probate
and if the Drys insist on killing
by the
appointed
county,
he
was
Clovis we will help them by
County
of
Commissioners
board
sending elsewhere for supplies.
for the position, the duties of
Captain F. C. Blumlein.
which he has since faithfully
Adv.
discharged. You will almost al- Many "Bootlegging" Cases wuys find him at the court
at his office attending to
The MeCurtain Oklahoma house
.
work.
his
Gazette of date of August 11,
1915 publishes a report of the
Partner Wanted
district court docket and on the
list awaiting disposition at that
Wanted place with reliable
time were over 50 cases of ranchman by young business
bootlegging" or in other words man. Will consider any reason
able proposition with the inten
the unlawful selling of liquor. tion of becoming a partner in
The practice had reached such the future, when we both find
gigantic proportions as to be al- we are suited to each other.
most beyond the control of the Address at once,
E. P. Tolley, Clovis, N. M.
Adv.
authorities.

little city aad its morals and

"Wet or Dry",

News

eaaaaaaaaaa

easeaosasaai eaaeaawa

In the natural course of events

often times people reared under
religious and various political
office
post
at
go to the extremes
surroundings
the
at
Entered
Clovis, N. M. as second class j on social matters that are to be
matter under the act of March settled at the polls. We are a
nation made of Europeans usual8. 1S79.
ly of a poor working class of
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
men who came to this country,
not as many would believe on
$1.00
Year
One
60c account of the liberty of the
Six Months
land but to better their con
So the United States
ditions.
ADVERTISING RATES
mecca of the west
became
the
Display ads 15 cts. per inch.
a result of political
as
world
ern
Special rates on advertising
organized discipline
efficiency,
contracts.
nd naturally developed into a
Local readers 1st insertion 8
republic.
geat
cts. per line.
born in Bavaria, have
was
I
Each subsequent insertion 5
lived in seven ditferent countries
cts. per line.
and can say that I do not drink
whiskey as it does not appeal to
Dcium-rntiin l'olilicw me as a beverage but I U33 beer
and wine to a moderate extent
For Treasurer
and feel that as a eilizeh of a
to free land that I should be left
The News is authorized
I like
announce the candidacy of J. free to eat and drink what
by
some
interference
without
office
Simpson Morgan for the
rer- Apostle,
brain
deceased
County
Gurry
of
of Treasurer
of
approve
suhj.'Ct to the wishes of the lonally I do not
man
despise
a
but
drunkness
Democratic party.
wh leads u two handed game
admire a man who does not
and
For County Clerk.
to excess or use tobacco.
drink
We are authorized to announce
coming to the United
Since
the name of W. C. Zerwer as a
States 1 have lived in Kansas
candidate for County Clerk, suband most of the time at the city
ject to the action of the demo- of Topeka. In the early Eightcratic party.
ies a Prohibition Apostle by the
name of St. John of the Kansas
For Sheriff.
creed started and spread the
The News is authorized to an- idna that when a man's mind benounce the name of S. D. Dean came weak he gets drunk around
as a candidate for Sheriff .of his home, becomes a menace to
Curry county, subject to the society and possibly an inmate
action of the democratic party. of the prison or asylum and that
he must be helped and the best
For Sheriff.
way is to keep him from getting
We are authorized to announce anything to drink.
the name of D. L. Moye as a
The Prohibitione9t. like a good
to the many political parties have a few
condidate for
office of Sheriff of Curry county good ideas, but in n;y opinion
subject to the wishes of the their system of trying to control
Democratic party.
the so called drink evil is entirely wrong. I believe in a few
few
be
may
a
well regulated respectable liquor
Of course there
It is true that
but
Clovis,
establishments.
than
better towns
they are scarce and mighty hard a good many saloons need reforming as well as a good many
to find.
t
of the churches. I firmly beia
people
lieve in churches and belitve
The policy of some
by
up
themselves
build
that they are necessary for the
to try to
tearing the other fellow down. welfare of society and State. I
When you discover a disturber also believe in religious training
like that in a community the and think that children should
thing to do is put your foot on be trained from childhood up
and if they are not they some
his neck and keep it there.
times become fanatics or hypo
as they become older and
crites
Candidates for the various
county offices are beginning to grow up.
In the last week's Clovis News
emerge from the underbrush
Mayor made a
our
and make their aspirations very Honorable
concerning
statement
true
With national, state
known.
and con
election
coming
the
year,
and county elections this
arguHis
city.
we are going to have some stir- ditions in our
be
should
and
sound
was
ring times. Politicians every- ment
in
voters
minded
by
all
fair
read
where are taking on new life
town.
our
and getting in trim for the big
In some of the misleading
political combat.
advanced by the Clovis
I see that they claim
Journal,
A threat never won an arguexpenditures for prose
the
that
ment. More can be accomplish- cuting intoxicating Police Court
ed by persuasion or an appeal to
eases over balances the revenue
the voter to view the question
derived from fines. This confrom a moral and not from a
dition I doubt very much, and if
financial standpoint. While the
true there is something very
News is not trying to shield the
ratlicaliy wrong, and a3 the
antis, not by any means, we fail
editor of the Clovis Journal is a
to see the sense of argument
member of the City Council and
advanced by our contemporary
elected to that place from
advocating a boycott on mer- was
my ward I feel that it is his duty
chants and business men who
a well as the duty of the baldo not favor prohibition. We
ance of the Council and Mayor
believe that those who take the
to correct this matter and I am
opposite view of this question
glad to say tnat in my opinion
have the same right to their
our Mayor is a rational intelliconviction that we have and a
gent man and if there were
threat that if they do not do more like him in Clovis it would
this or that will be fruitless and be a better town, Wet or Dry
will only serve to engender aniI say "Wet" by all means,
mosity and create friction and and
fellow
citizens.
ill feeling where none should For seven years many of us
Let the question be
exist.
have stayed t here through the
settled on the square.
sand storms, dull times with our
money invested and have several
Mrs. S. C. Nutter has been times thought that we would
appointed by Governor McDon- starve out and would be forced
ald as delegate from this state to give up the ship in- the face
to the Child's Labor Commissi n of many hardships in this
land, but we Invt
Conference to h: held turn at
Ashville, North .i&rulina.
ti'.u cavded in bui.Jing up a mcc
Publishers.
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The
First National Bank

--

book-keepe-

CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO

Depository for U. S. Postal Savings
State of New Mexico and
County of Curry.

r,

The Leading Financial Institution
in the Upbuilding of Clovis
and Curry County.
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When down town shop
stop at Parish Candy
ping
225 head of High Grade
with
Kitchen for your luncheon.
ham and Hereford heifers
Stock For Sale

by Registered Hereford
Bulls for sale for cash or credit.

calf

Electric Irons, heater and
The price, is just the same but
vessels.
cooking
when sold on credit we want
Barry Hardware Co.
sell
additional "collateral. Will
or
Herefords
you straight
20
We
have
also
Durhams.
Notice of Suit.
Registered Hereford Bulla for
the
tf OLA FAHSHOLTZ,
sale at bargain Drices.
in the suit hereinafter
Dunn & Harrison,
mentioned, is hereby notified:
Far well, Texas
That suit has been commenced
in the District Court of Curry
A. D. Maddox, who left Curry County, New Mexico, wherein
County eight years ago, after Fred Fahsholtz is plaintiff and
proving' up on his claim south Ola Fahs io!tz is dependent, said
west of town and who has since cruise being numbered 508 on
been located in Paris. Texas, the Civil Docket of said court,
has moved back to his farm and and that the general objects of
decided to remain here. He said suit are io obtain a divorce
says he has been around con- from you the said Ola Fahsholtz,
siderable since leaving here and and for cofsts of this action.
that this is the best poor man's
You are further notified that
country that he could find.
unless you appear, plead or anBilly Singleton left for Atna- - swer in aid cause on or before
February, A. D.
rillo Wednesday, vhern ho has the 12th Hay of
default will
by
1916,
judgment
secured a good position with the
in said
you
nl
against
be
takf
ComAmarillo Water and Light
suit.
pany.
Plaintif's attorney is Wm. A.
Bring samples of your hand Gillenwsler,
whose tusiness
craft to the Woman's Exchange. and post ffice address is Clovis,
nt

New Me: ico.

-

I

my hand and the seal
Witn
srJid
Court this SOth day
the
of

to
Land open for filing
miles from Railroad, for further of December, 1915.
M. C. ZERWER. Clerk.
information ste W. F. Swartz or
SKAT.I
Phone 371.
15

12

29-t-

f.

I

S.

J. BOYKIN, President
SCHEURICH. V. Pres.

C. A.

A. W. SKAKDA, Cashier.
L.

Li.

likKGG,

A.

Cashier.

rYr"iwii:i'"'J'""u"LJI'-'M!J-

Notice For Publicat ion.

Notice for Publication

Wparttneiit of the Interior. 11. 8. L:ind Ollice
Department if tho Interior. V. 8. Land Ollire at Tilrumcuri, New Mexico, D.tcanibrr liKh luir..
Notice it hereby given that Ja-nA. Harrison,
at Fort Sumner. N. M December 2!h. itlS.
Notice Is hereby given thai Mutllian !'. Wcls llollt re, N. M., v. ttn on February tr.tli linn, made
Kntty,
Original
No. OWH1I, for
liuiietul
of Havener, N. M .; Roillo No. 1. who. on Oct.
northwe t quarter Keel ion 'A Townehiplt north,
Kntry.
l:tth. ll'i.i. made Original ilnnieatead
Kungr
M
Meridian,
M
N.
P.
.Inly
haa filed notice
on
Hect'on r.i. and
No. mild, fur HIS
Kntry of intention to make linnl live year Proof, to
2iilh, lull, filed additional Homestead
No. OII7M f'T N E -4 Section 3. all in etahltih claim to the land almve described,
J, Cum n. United Stales Commissioner,
Township 4 N. Range 34 E. N M. P. has filed
at Clovia. New Mexico. Ion the IMb day of
notice of inlentk.n to make Final Five-iea- r
.
January ll'ln.
Proof, to mtibHih llin to the land aboveClaimant nameian witneniiea:
Ommlsiiioti.
bufom W. J. Cumin. U.
I.enlle Mnaey. (lovi; and (iillv Poncait. Ab
N. M.. on the Illlh day
orlnhistlfliceatClovia,
Ijiitnn. and Mack, Duncan all of Uollene. M. N.
of February, 11)18.
It. P. lh)noh, Keviiler.
IS
J
U
Claimant name an witnesses:
Joiin M. Virnr. Samuel K. Hill, J"hn A.
Dmili.p and William P. Quail, all i f Havener
Non coal lanny

,!.

'

N. M.

A. 3. Evana, RegHer.

Nolicf for Publication
Non coal land

Department of

hhe

at Tucumcarl. N.

M..

Interior,

U, H, Land oitlc
December 2nd. HIS.
Notica ia hereby Kiven that (icorire B. Coffin,
far the helrtf of F.dna M. Coffin, deceased, of
lirady N.M., who on Nov. H 111). made Hofne-tlca- d
Nun Coal Land.
Entry. Nu. ul.Vm, for NKI-4- . aectlon 1(1.
Department of tho Interior. V. S. Land Office Townihip It North. Hanire 3.1 Ba!. N M P
at Fort Sumner. N. M.. January HHh. 19IH.
haH (tied notice of Intention
tu make
Notice la hor ny liven that Kll.-- MrMullon, of
Proof, to eatahliMh clnlm to tho
three year
mh,
January
lull
whe,
on
Havener, N. M..
land above dencribed, before (', A. Svhcurirh
male Himostnul Entry. No. raiOT for SR.
U. S. Commiiiiiioner in hia office at Clovia, N. M.
81 B N. M. P.
Bastion 10. Towunjilp 2 N.. Ran
on the lSlh day ot January, 1110
Meridian, haa Died notice of intention to make
Claimant nameaaa witneaiwta:
Final throe Year Proof, tu ffltalillh claim to the
.1. Daniel IbiberU. Kred Cnolc. Riley Stout and
land above described, before W. J. Curren, II. S.
Peter Pellet . all of tirady. N. M,
In hla office at Clovia. N. M on
ronimlsiloniir.
D I J H
K. P. Donohuo, Reglater.
thel'J'h day of February. l'Jlrt.
name a witnesses:
Dany V. Winn, Cheeunr C. McGtie. K. V.
Stotti and Coral R. Merrill, all of Havener N. M.
A. J. EVANS. Kegistor.
Non coal land
J 14- - P. 18.
Depart rment of the lntarkr, US land ofllca af
Fortfiumner, N M.. Dec. 28th. 1HI6.
Notice ia hereby
given
that Homer R.
Chapman,
of Texico, New Mexico, who on
January. 10th 113. made Originnal Homeatmid
RK
Hee. ia. W z
Department of the Interior. U S land ollice at Entry No. Otili for E
8W
Section S4. T 1 N. R 37 E. N. M. P. M. and
Ft Sumner. N. M.. Jan. tth. 1919.
July lSlh, Pin. filed additional Homestead
Notice la hereby nlven that Uaac H. Ilra.h.-- r on
Entry No. nldfel for Lots t, 3 and SW - 4NW
of. Claud. N. M. whi on March let, 1912
aectlon S, township I south, rang 87 Eaat,
Sec.
Original llomeatead Entry NoOlutmi, 8al
M. P. M. haa filed eotlw of Intentlonto
maka
X. T.
N. R36K. N. M. P.M. and on Oct. 26th. N.
final three-rea- r
proof to establish claim to thai
I81S made Additional llomeatead Entry. No.
land above described before William J. Curren.
U. 8. 1 '.ommlssioner. at hli office in Cluvki, N. la.,
0IIM for NW -4 Sea. land NK Hee. J. T. I N. on
tha loth day of February. IBID.
R. M E. N. M. P. M. haa filed notica of Intention
Claimant namea aa wltncaaea:
o make three year proof, to aatabllah claim to
Frad A. Wlll,a,n.n. William J, Phillips, AlCur ran. bert Pratt awl Charle. Piobasro, all of Texico,
tho land above described before W.
J7.FI1
In hia office at N.M.
United rttatea Commlaaioner
A. J. Evans, Reglatr,
Clovia, New Meitoo on the ttith day of February

Notice for Publication.

Notice for Publication.

Notice for Publication.

Dur- -

Free Land

OFFICERS

i.

1910.

Claimant

name

aa wltncaaea:

Turner E. Deavuura, Horace W. Bell, Goorue
II. I'almateer, nf Claud, N. M. J a men I). CniM
of Texico. N .M.
J. 14-- lM.
A. J. Cvulir. Hesllter.

Notice of Contest.

Notice of Contest
Serial No. OltITi, Contest No. 799
Department of the Interior, United Btslea
Una Ollice. Tiicunioarl, N. M.. January II, 191ft.
Te Francis M. Hvdaof lllair. Okla . 4'outaste:
Yea are hereby notified that William I. Hale,

who givea Texico. N. M , aa his
a
address, d.d on liecamber 17 !);( fl.
,hl. office
his duly corroborated apillral!i.n to contest and
socure Iho cancellation of your bom re teed entry
Sieriel No. 014H711. made Aug. 24ta.
fur H. K.
tSectlun lSTownthip M., fUnae S7 E N. M.
P. Meridian, and aa grounds fur hia eoneatt ho
allegealhat tl.a suid Franrls M. Hydo hai abandoned aald land for a period of ovor three yeara
laxt luiat and next prior lo December 14. IHlt.:
which defects have snot been cured; further,
that said entryman has failed to comply with the ,
act of Juiicn, 191:! in thnt he ha. not resided upon snid entro for a period ofaeven months
.nth year for three yeara. nor has he cultlvateC
of the total arc as required by th

Dcinirtmeht of tho Interior, United f'tnl
I. and dllicc. Foit Sumner. N. H , Doc. Slot. l'.i'.
To Karl Gray, rucord addruaa, Clovia, N. M.
Cnnteatce:
Y.u are hereby notified that Henjamin F. Dunn
,
e
office
Ht. Vraiu. N. M. aa hlfi
wl
did on Nov. It, lulu. Hie in t hia ollice hia duly cornilmrntcit application to conlost and iiecure
the cancellation of your homoatead entry. Serial
Sec. 2K,
No.OTIDl. mad. Oct. 2S, l'Oa, for NE.
Twp. N l.anire 8.1 E . N. M. P. Meridian, nnd
aa frrounoa fur hia ronteet he nllvirea that aakl
Knlryman haa abandoned the claim for the ta1
three year, and that ho haa felled to have any
act.
You are therefore, further notified that tho
of an id land In'cultlvatlim for Uirea ycara.
You are, therefore, further iiotilied that the said allegations will ba taken aa confessed, and
aakl alleirattona will ba taken aa confeaaed, and your said entry will ba canceled without further
youraaid entry will be cancelled without further right to ba heard, either before this office or on
rlirht to be heard either before 1Mb office or on appeal. If you fail to Ale in this office within
appeal, if you rail to file In tin, ollioe within twenty daya after tho FOURTH publication of
twenty daya after tho FOURTH publication of thla notice, aa shown below, your answer, under
Ihia ilbtice, aa ehown below, your anawer. under oath, spcclflcslly responding to three allegation
oath, apeciflcatly repondina; to theaa allegation! oT contest, together with duo proof that you
nf content together with due proof that you hav K,e eerved a ropy of your anawer on tho said
aerved a cepy of your anawer on the aakl conemitaatant either In person or by registered nail.
testant either In pctaon or by registered mall.
You should state In your answer the name of
You should state in your answer tha natna of tha poHt ortce to which you
desire f jtura notices
e
to which you desire future) notkas to ba aent to you.
the
to be sent to you.
R. P. DONOHOO. Register.
UAYaiUNDO HARRISON. Receiver.
Feline tSanchra Y Baca, Receiver.
Date of first publication Jan. I I, l'.H6
Data of first publication Jautary II,
'
"
c.rMl
Ian. ?!. '.M!H
" "cutd
'
Junuary 2H, 11)1
" ihirj
'
" hirl
l.m. vs. lulu,
"
4. 1UI)
'
- Keb.uary
To
" f.mrlh
I'cb. 4 I'Ji'J
February II, 191)1
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START THE NEW YEAR RIGHT
at Home and helping to keep prosperity in Clovis.
patronizing the following:

By Buying

MISFIT SUITS, PANTS, ODD
COATS and OVERCOATS

LODGE DIRECTORY

...Visit Our New Store...

Clovis Lodge A. F. and
A. M., No. 40.

For Clean, Fresh, Staple Articles in Groceries, we are
headquarters.
Our facilities for serving you are absolutely perfect: If you are not a patron, try us.

At Bargain Prices.

Meets every 1st and 3rd Tuesday night

McFarlin's Grocery

0Z
Ov

E. Curren

N. G.

Broom Corn Brokers

Meets every Thursday night at
Masonic Hall.
Luke Morton, Secretary.

Clovis Phone 392.

-- WAREHOUSES

Clovis Lodge B. P. O. E.

V

LAND LAWYER

HS'

If you expect difficulty

r

i

CLOVIS,

No. 1244.

NEW MEXICO

MELROSE,

PORTALES.

FARWELL.

A. B. Austin, Prop.

Whitetower Lodge
W. 0. W. No. 36.

We sell Groceries and soicit your
Patronage. Best Foods, Lowest
Ca Phone 29.
Prices. -

Meets every 2nd a 4th Wednesday night
in Woodmen Hall.

WALKER'S MARKET
J. R. WALKER. Proprietor

E. H. Robinson, Clerk.

Luke Morton. C. C.

No. 770.

Fresh and Cured Meats, Fruits
and Vegetables

Meets 2nd and 4th Monday nights at Praetorian Hall
B. M. Brizendine. Res
Fuqua, S. A.
A.

Fish and Oysters. A nice line of Pickles, Relishes and
Bottled Goods. Phone 123.

Clovis Council Praetorians
S.

IN DRUGS"
"EVERYTHING
refunded"
guaranteed or your
money

"satisfaction

KODAKS.

-

The Model Grocery

r

Meets at Elks Home every 2nd and 4th
Wednesday night.
Frits B. Herod, Secretary.
John Prichard, E. R.

in making proof, let me
help you. Contest work
specialty. Two years
Register of U. S. Land
Office. Eight years ex
perienee as U. S. Commissioner.

CLOVIS,

A. L. Gurley Go.

Clovis Lodge I. O. O. F.
l
No. 31

J. P. Denny,

H. BELL

A. J. Whiting, Secretary.

R. L. Pryor, W. M.

Arthur

Next Door to
Clovis National Bank

at Masonic Hall.

f

Start 1916 right by

TALKING MACHINES, INDIAN GOODS, CURIOS. SOUVENIRS.

BOOKS, STATIONERY.

CUT GLASS.

IVORY, ETC.

The Southwestern Drug Company
Telephone

Free Delivery

The

OKaSL Store

58.

Ow,

W. H. DUCKWORTH.
line, when the order amounts to one dollar or more, and cash is sent with the order.
our
in
us
Wedeliver by Parcel Post, anything ordered from

KITCHEN OF A GERMAN TRENCH

Car Owners

AH

t.i

1.

A.

"

i

a

v' ...

(JOHNSON BROS.)

Embalmers and Funeral Directors

Know This Garage
We Do All Kinds of Repair Work

1

Y

-S

:

We overhaul your car when it gets
cranky and guarantee all magneto and
work.
We save you money on tires and other
supplies by paying the transportation
charges ourselves.
self-start-

--

AMBULANCE SERVICE
Night Phone 23S.

LADY ASSISTANT
Day Phone 211.

Y.

A

Debtors Take Notice!

er

e

-.

-- j.

WE ARE FULLY EQUIPPED FOR
ALL KINDS OF AUTO WORK.

X

Mission Garasre
D. W. KING,

Magic City Furniture and
Undertaking Co.

Having sold the HOUSTON-- I ART
Lumber Yard to K. C. Chitders
and desiring to collect and close up
our accounts as soon as possible,
we will kindly ask those knowing
themselves indebted to us to come
in AT ON'CE and make payment.

Prep.

3BB

C. B. Zimmerman,
former manager.

G. V. STEED

riioto by rtmiure fbolo bervioe, ISew York
above photograph from tha war front ahowe ona of the German aol
dlers rtealving hla ratlone while on active aervlee In the trenehee. It will b
aeon that drlnkablee aa well aa eatablea are etrved.
Tm

Undertaker & Embalmer
Manager Clovis Cemetery
Phone

S3.

Day

Night Phone

14,

THE TENNESSEE HOTEL
Board and Room

at the Tennessee Hotel.

Oaly

first class clean rooms. Fire in your room when
E. A. Williams, a brother of
left for the east the first of the George Williams, came in the
week, where Mrs. Campbell first of the week and has acwill purchase her new' spring cepted a position with the Clovis
millinery.
Barber Shop.
Mr. and Mrs. G. A. Campbell

requested. Clean linen on your beds every day.
The very best msid service.
One Block West of

Depot

MRS. B. EVANS, Prop.

Prohibition Pem
Ida Y. Montieth)

Exposition to Continue.

ACHES!
Aches are

the father

of!

grouches.
Grouches produce ill

and irritableness. and
these hasten you to your
grave.

For a very little we sell
remedies that kill the aches
as soon as they appear.
Is your health, your happiness, your life, worth this
small investment?

The
City Drug Store !
The new store on South
Phone 162.
Main St.

It has been definitely
that the Panama California
Exposition at San Diego will be
continued through 1916 and that
a number of special fetures wil
be added to the Exposition,
Among them are the Canadian,
French, Italian, Dutch, Russian,
Spanish, Swiss, German and
Austrian exhibits, which were
at the Panama Pacific Expo
sition, also exhibits of the Cali
fornia counties and a number of
Zone features have been secured
Rooseveltian methods are sat
isfactory so far as they go in
Terry County, but George Nei 11,
County Judge, and main spring
of the newly organized Terry
County Fair Association, i s
anxious to increase the possibili
ties under the Roosevelt system
by inducing more people to
share his county's prosperity.
On the cover of an attractive
folder for the Terry County
boosters, Judge Neill succinctly
sets forth social facts about his
county like this
No Saloons
No Negroes
No Mexicans
D - m Few White People

With Secretary Lane on the
An exchange wisely says that beneh,
it will place Hon. A. A.
if you want war, elect Roosevelt Jones in line for the succession.
and if you want peace with With a maa from New Mexico
honor, reeled President Wilson.
in the cabinet,
confer much
The News editor does not
write prescriptions for a living
and own a newspaper &i a side
Neither does
line investmant.
he enjoy a big medical practice
and own much land and city
property, but makes his living
from the space in this news- payer. If we were as fortunate
as others and could hire a secretary-editor
to "dance to our
music," we might be more reserved as to the nature of the
advertisements that would appear in thee columns.
It looks very much like the
headquarters
division
of the
Rock Island at Dalhart and at
Amarillo are to be consolidated
and meved to Tucumcari. This
is no mere rumer. It seems
that the head officials have recommended that the changes be
made. Another bit of news is
the report that the Santa Fe has
made a liu appropriation for
building a line between Tucumcari and Clovis. That this line
will be constructed in the near
future is a certainty. Dawson
is one of the biggest coal centers
i i the west ar.d an outlet for the
coal toward the south is an absolute necessity. Tucumcari Sun.

upon

honor

the state.

The
President hat given a number
of important places in the government, to eminently qualified
citizens, testifying to their capability. All of which places an
obligation upon the voter or the
honor conferred. But the President's policy will win him more
favor than all else, and assure
him a renomination. which is
equivalent to an election at least,
in his case. House News.

(By

Shades of women in ages
past.
Have you come from your gravea
Oh,

at last
To tell us women to atep from
eur throne,
And demand that our eity leave
whiskey alone?
It is time indeed that we women
awoke,
And even if we have no vote.
We can by our influence wit!
word or pen,
Encourage the votes of our eity'
men.
"Financial ruin to city," you say
But wait; perhaps some of your
own some day
Msy succumb to the tempter's
sway,
Because of the way you vote
today,
Your Own little one now at play
May meet a drunkard's fate,
some day,
Because you allow the devi
within your gate;
So cast him out, ere it be too late.

of Cain,
Who in young manhood could
not resist

among men who have
suffered with scorched

tongues and parched

throats I The patented
process fixes that and
cuts out bite and parch.

the poll,

the

Firm Will Move
Osborne and Wright will move
about the first of the month into
the building adjoining the A. L.
Gurley office on east side of
Main Street. The room is now
occupied by a second hand store,
which will secure another location.

8 acres: half mile

from Bchool
Plaining Mill for Sale
house, fenced and cross fenced,
Mayor (jah Uamey was con- 45 shade trees, plenty barn and
Shop, machinery and other
fined to hi. home for several stable room, well and wind mill, fixtures. House with two rooms
days the first of the week with Fairly good house. Part cash snd sleeping porch on lot. also
an attack of tonsilitis. He is and part time.
vacant lot adjoining. Apply te
back in "fighting trim" egain 4t
Mrs. J. S. Marsh.
T. A. Bell.
owner.
though now.
408 Hagerman, Ave.
Portales, N. M.

f
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Albert
color or uMoJablo

All day long you'll sing
how glad you are you're
pals with

tir

imit.t. th.

o

I

Albert lady rod Urn, out
If i. impMtiotu lo Imi-t.- t.
1h. Motor of Princo
Alborl lobooool Tho
poUolodoTM pro UoM

the national joy smoke

You take this testimony straight from the shoulder, men.
You can smoke a barrel ofP. A. without a kickl It hands
out all the tobacco happiness any man ever dreamed
about " s so smooth and friendly; It s a mighty cheerful thing to be on talking-term- s
with your pipe and your
tongue at the same time but that's what's coming
to you sure as you pin your faith to Prince Albert I
R.

The tempting glass, the devil's
kiss.
So today beware when you go to

1-- 2

For Sale

is made right; made to
spread- - smoke- - sunshine

the tears
That the curse of drink has
caused for years,
When some young man in the
pride of life
Has become the murderer of
child or wife;
Or another has his own brother
slain
And forever must wear the curse

-

1--

when you fire-u-p
somb
Prince Albert in your
old jimmy pipe or in a
makin's cigarette. And
you know it I Can't get
in wrong with P. A. for it

Think of the heart aches and

Lest your vote bring ruin to
some human soul,
We appeal to every mother's
son;
good fight untill
Fight
you've won.
pride can
A. C. Pace who has a well im- Then we women with
say,
proved farm southwest of Clovis
was in the city the first of the God bless the heroes in our
city today."
week and purchased of Dunn
and Harrison of Farwell, through
Child Killed
their agent J. H. Shepardr of
year old infant of Mrs.
two
The
Clovis, twenty head of fine young
Turner,
of Frederick,
Marion
place
on
his
cattle which he will
Okla.. was killed here today by a
farm.
fall from a wagon, the wheel
passing over its head.
For Sale at a Bargain
N
Sec. 17. Tp 3 N, R 36 E.
All choice smooth land; also
Sec. 20, Tp. 3 N.. R. 35
NE
E. Choice 160, good house, well
windmill, etc. Good terms. If
interested,
address Box 203.
2
Amarillo Texas.

YouVe hit the
right tobacco

J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO CO.,

N. C.

Wimton-Sale-

youUT lind Print Alkmtt
awuitinm your ehmmrfut uUitm
Buy it in toppy roof kumt, 4c ff
Udy tud tin; JOct kanJammm
pound und hulf -- pound Auow-do- r.
und in thai comj,
cryalut-fl- u
humidor
wtth tponmu moiitmnmr turn
thut kmutthu tobuvceiufitt

pnd

AN .HOUR OFF IN THE TRENCHES

In Prohibition State.
Are the prohibition forces of
Topeka eheefully s niling under
a feeling of false security in
ignorance of the situation which
they have to combat? Legally
John Barleycorn is walking the
straight and narrow path in
Shawnee county. Under Chief
Parsons the police department
has made a bottle of beer as
hard to buy in Topeka as sacred
ox meat in the Orient. W. E.
Atchison, Robert Garrer and
Rad Lee, the county prosecutors
are waging the most relentless
war upon illegal liquor traffic in
the history of the state. The
sheriff's force is werking hand
in hand with the county attorney
and the police. Legally Topeka
is "dry"! Bu- tBesides 135,368 quarts of
liquor and beer shipped into
Topeka over the Union Pacific
railroad
December 16 to 31
24,801
shipments,
excluded
varving in size, were consigned
to Topeka during the year of
1915, according to an incomplete
record on file in' the office of
Swayze, county clerk. Topeka
Adv.
State Journal, Jan. 14.
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Roasters and carving knives.
Barry Hardware Co.

3

V- -

Garmana at play along tha war front,

tMbu.k, iUbiu otsivu,.

njoylng

thtlr

kork.
favorlta drlnka.
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Uncle Sam Stands Behind It
"OLD PRESTON HUNTER"

... The Texico Bar ...

BOTTLED IN BOND WHISKEY

Texico, New Mexico

Send us your orders for OLD PRESTON HUNTER BOTTLED-IN'-BONWHISKEY, which we offer atony $4 00 for FOUR
finest whiskey and
full auarts express charges paid by us-t- he

D

the greatest value to be had anywhere at the price we name.
It's BOTTLED IN BOND, one of Kentucky's most famous
brands, the kind with Uncle Sam behind it the kind with the
U. S. government's green stamp over the cork
it is fully aged,
full 100 per cent proof and full measure
1

m
LZZJ

ft

Four Quarts Express Paid, $4.00

We handle all popular brands of

Whiskies, Beers and Wines.
Open Day and Night.
Cafe in connection.

ADDRESS

Z. Z.
Va

Nsal a Herbert, Props.

Tcxico,

Savage,
New Mexico.

Garage and Service Cars Next Door.

Jug and Bottle Trade a Specialty!

Pleasant Hill Note
Threshing is very slow and
tiresome. Help is difficult to
obtain on account of sickness.
Grain is good and making a good
yield.

Fred Fahsholtz is out enjoying nature's pure air again after
a week's illness. His health has
been impared for sometime.
Lagrippe seems to be contagious , this year.
Seems as if
nearly everyone has had to go
the rounds.
Mrs. Greear died at her home

CONTINUES!

!

of bargain prices in your life, right now is
the time to do it. Come and see and be
convinced.

we will move into the building adjoining the
A. L. Gurley office on the east side of Main
street where we will invite you to come and

It is true that winter
ing us a visit and that
us are sick or have sick
care for. But let us be
cheer, every cloud has

'

Osborne

Wright.

j&

will be in Clovis cn 15th, 16th.
17th of each month treating
diseases of the Eye, Ear, Nose
and Throat and Fitting Glasses

FOR TOMBSTONES
See Miles & Harmon
We give high grade goods and

reasonable prices.
MILES & HARMON
Box

Geo. T. Wilson,

Physician and Surgeon
Oflice in Jackson Bldg.
Opposite Postoflice
Offire Phone 231

...Our Man About Town...
P. J. Craft was in town Fri
day from his farm southwest of
town,
Charles Hileman was in town
Saturday from his farm southwest of town.
J. N. Long, of Afton, Oklahoma, was in the city the first
of the week looking for ranch
property.
M. E. Weis a prominent farmer residing north of Havener
was in the city the latter part of
last wek on business.
Pocket knives and razors.
Barry Hard were Co.
Chess Crain returned Friday
from Springfield, Mo., where he
visited friends for a couple of
weeks.
Clayton will probably get a
$125,000 federal building, which
will house the postoffiee and
land office.
A man came near being electrocuted at the shops Saturday,
when he sustained a charge of

Mr. and

Mrs. John Russell

left Sunday for Alvord, Texas,

where they will visit relatives
for a few weeks.
Percolators' and Casseroles.
Barry Hardware Co,
Mrs. J. E. Curren left for
Lamed, Kansas Tuesday, being
called there by a message announcing the serious illness of
her parents.'
Mr. and Mrs. Jonathan Horn,
who reside, in the country west
of Claud, were in the city shop-pinSaturday. They now get
their' mail on the route north
from Havener.
I can fix your clock for $1.00.
Geo. T. Wilson, Expert Repairer
Rear Clovis National Bank.
Phone 41
Simon Herzstein, one of the
leading Clayton merchants, was
in Clovis Wednesday gathering
data about freight rate tariffs to
be presented to the State Corporation Commission soon.
If you have anything to sey or
600 volts.
trade, list with the Mansfield
L. L. Taylcr, of Canada, is
Land Company. We will treat
here visiting his sister, Mrs. you right.
f
C. E. Fimple. He is very favorC.
Mr.
O,
Mrs.
McLean
and
ably impressed with our
city and expects to invest returned from California the
first of the week and will leave
largely in property here.
within a few days for El Paso,
J. N. Parret, one of the pio- where they will spend
neer Clovis farmers, who has winter.
taken a leading part in the orPersons wanting me to attend
ganization of the farmers and
cases will please
confinement
was
in
county
the
of
stockmen
see me before hand.
f
town Saturday.
Dr. H. R. Gibson.
Evangelist Jones of the ChrisMr. and Mrs. Barry, parents
tian faith, presented some good
strong prohibition arguments at of our townsman, John Barry,
on epen air meeting on Main stopped off for a few days the
Saturday afternoon. first of the week, while en route
Johnsons Chamber of Commerce from their home in Atchison,
band also furnished music for Kansas to California where they
will spend the winter.
the occasion.
t-- f.

t--

the
29-t-

Street

The art class meets Saturday
at the Woman's Ex
change.
M. E. Weis was in from his
farm north of Blacktower

Harry Neal, of Texico, was in
the city on tax matters Satur'
day.
Attorney Williams went to
Roswell on business Saturday.
Home baked light bread fresh
every day at the Woman's Exchange,
Jim Matlock is here from
Oklahoma, looking for a
De-Vo-

l,

location.
Call at the Woman's Exchange
Saturday and get your cake and
pies for Sunday djnner.
See the News for an unbiased
and unprejudiced' report of the
prohibition campaign.

"Jack" Morris is back at his
old stand

in the

store again

after a severe siege of

pneu-

monia.

Joe La Londe is able to be out
agam alter being confined to the
hospital with an attack of pneumonia.
Room and Bard for four
gentlemen, $4.00 per week each.
Mrs, Merts, corner Calhoun and
Grand..

Rpsirfpnce 2W

W. A. Gilienvater
LAWYER
Nkw Mkxico

Clovis.

DR. H. R. GIBSON

Osteopath
Tn ats all diseases both acute
end chronic. Special attention
given to d geasea of women.
PATIENTS EXAMINED FREE

North Main Street
Office Phone 383. Res 31)0.
ones to BEST TONSORIAL WORK Clovis,
New Mexico
of good
AT TH- Ea silver

mak
most of
is

Office 103

2

Clovis Barber Shop DR. L. M. BIGGS

lining.
Messrs.

from 2 to 4

Clovis. N. M,

7C3,

Dr. J. B. Westerfield

Crane & Williams, PropB.
Houston, Blair and
Veterinary Surgeon
grain
hauling
Oldest established shop in the
others have been
Phone 16.
Clovis. N.M,
Baths always ready
city
to market lately.
Miss Mattie Williams is still
patiently nursing her arm which
was broken some two weeks ago.
John Boone has just recovered
from an attack of inflamitory
Office Opposite Postoffiee
rheumatism, which kept him in White & Cunningham, Props.
All that the name signifies
bed for a week.
E.
Sanitary
in every respect.
Mrs. Merrel has been trading
list
onr
Join
of
Baths.
chickens with Mrs. Boone lately.
DENTIST
customers.
There was no Sunday School
Over First National Bank.
Sunday as sickness and bad
Phone 1)5.
weather prevented.
New Mexico.
Clovis,
Mr. Norris made a ..trip last 5
5
week to take some stock about
30 miles north of here.
We want your farm
G. B. Thatcher made a trip to
loans. Can handle
Clovis Saturday.
them on short no- -

Dr. J. R. Haney

The Sanitary

.

Pr)y A 8rlrgm

of Koawrll

City Drug Store

On or About February First

Swear in gin

of th Arm of Dra.

Special Care

We must sell these goods and we are going
to sell them because the quality and the
price will do it. If you ever took advantage

see us.

D. D.

last week. She leaves her husband and three children of her
family to feel the great loss of
a wife and mother
The school children visited the We Take
threshing machine while it was
in Tilling Prescriptions
at Mr. Hungate's last week.
The P. H. Industrial club has When you come to us you have th
organized lor the season of 1910. assurance that your prescriptions
will le promptly and carefully comThe officers are T. 0. Gallagher, pounded
with fresh, pure dnius.
president; It R. Hungate, vice
president and Elsie Gallagher
Vt'e Also Carry a Complete tine of
secretary. They will use the
Druggists' Sundries
college motto and make the
"Better, Best."
Perfumes Toilet Articles
Candies, Etc
T. C. Gallagher and mother,
Emtry Colwell and mother, and
Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Hungate We want your trade and you will
were in Clovis Saturday.
Slid our goods just as represented.
There was no church or Sun
day School service on account of
storm.
Poor "Little Cricket" had to
Clovis, N. M.
S. Main St.
find a warmer climate signified
by the fact that it has a
Have your old sewing machine
repaired and made equal to new.
Expert repairing.
Fairfield Facts

v

YOUR OWN PRICE

LAWYERS
Will practice in all the ccuits.
N. Mex.
Clovis.

after a hard attack of pneumonia

The Removal Sale continues notwithstanding
our difficulties in securing another building,
and before we move we must sell ALL our
winter goods at almost

utyjp
IpflE

Clark & Wilmeth

Barber Shop.

'

M. Chapman

regu-regul- ar

Money! Money!

J-

Plumbing
Work...

-

n

tice.

For good, sanitary plumbing
once!
See
1
us
at
that will stand the test,
1
family
J. W. Manning and
phon 407
'
have iust returned from Tipton
J
The
5
visited
they
where
Oklahoma,
Union Mortgage Co.
durine the holidays. Mr. Man
Let us figure on your work
ning says Oklahoma is a fine
country, but New Mexico looks
better to him.
- Phone 27. West Grand Avenue. Nxt door to McFarlin's
Mrs. C. D. Mitchel is building
an addition to her house.
J. W. Manning and J. T. Stout
attended the W. 0. W. lodge at
Grady Satuiday night.
R. C. Giles has moved to the
HOUK BROS. Props.
Geo. Hutchina place.
Mr. and Mrs. Manning and
Home Killed Moats Our Specialty. Fresh
I. F. Harris visited Mrs. RobinFish and Oysters in Season.
Vegetable?,
son Sunday evening. We thini;
Mr. Harris got snow bound.
Owing toxtie inclemency of
HIGHEST MARKET PRICE PAID FOR HIDES
the weather there was no church
Sunday or singing Sunday night.
Mrs. C. D. Mitchell's
Rob't Eason and brother,
Walter, of Marie, Okla., came
in one day last week. Walter is
goinfc on to Col., but Rob't will
Automcbi'.o Forms. Let v write your Surety Bond
locate here. Still they come.
Phone 32 in
R. E. Sheridan will have a
well drilled on his ranch in the
N. M.
near future.
Grandpa.

Ruth Reporter

V. J. HIVELY

Star Market

Messrs Ball and Ryther, of
Portales, were Clovis visitors
Thursday. Mr. Ball recently
purchased the Portales News.
LOST Silver mesh hand bag,
containing small leather pocket-booand about $1.25 in change
and some bills. Finder please
return to Mrs. A. L. Moore, Box
333, Clovis, N, M. and receive
It
reward.
The Ladies Aid of the ChrisThe. old Christian church build
tian Church will serve chili and
hamburger sandwiches, also a ing is to be remodeled and used
cooked food sale in connection, for a parsonage instead of being
Saturday Jan. 22nd. at Bill's sold as advertised in last week's
issue of the News.
Grocery.
son-in-la- w

k

THE CURREN AGENCY
Fire Insurance

Antlers Hotel Building, Clovis,
U-R-NEXT

Union Barber Shop

R. H. SNEUNdr Proprietor.
cheerfully refunded!
Satisfaction gnaranfed or whwk

THE CLOVIS NEWS

REVIEW OF THE GREAT WAR AND OTHER
NOTABLE EVENTS OF THE YEAR 1915
European Conflict Develops Into a Struggle to the Death, With Dead
lock on Eastern and Western Fronts Serbia Overrun by
Teutons and Bulgarians- - Trying Period for the
United States General Carranza Recognized is President of Mexico.
palgn In Galicla waa shattered and
tbe czar'a armies were soon back
they started out In the prevloua
where
distincao
been
1915
baa
Tbe year
September.
Russia had suffered the
viewpoint
historymaklng
tive from a
greatest disaster In the war. A new
that in all tbe agea to come it will Germany military hero had been re
stand apnrt from those that bave pre- vealed in tho person ot Mackensen
ceded it and from those which are who waa now held with Ilindenburg
to follow. During ita entire length, In popular esteem.
tbe greater nationa of the European
In the last days of the month, Italy
continent nave abandoned themselves
Joined forces with the alliea against
baa
which
bloodshed
of
to a policy
To
fallen little short ot delirium.
Fall of Warsaw.
i be neutral onlooker it has been a re
The campaign In the West was
vival on a huge scale ot the irration
atrnngoly quiescent.
The allies kept
h1 and murderous activity which char
actcrized the earlier agea of mankind. to their trenches and the outside world
It lias been the complete overthrow of wondered. Up to June 15 there was no
all tbe pacific theories which had ap claim of progress by the allies. The
purently gained ao strong a foothold Teutonio claim that Us side was still
at the time of the firing of the Brst engaged In successful warfare on all
fronts was not disputed. The splendid
gun In the present conflict.
At the beginning of the year, It waa resistance interposed by the discred
evident that it was to be a struggle ited Turks came as a surprise to the
to the death. It was plain that the world. Russia was unable to rally ber
Teutonic plan to force a speedy set- - badly demoralized forces to make a
Once
lenient by dint of superior armed winning defense of Lemberg.
preparedness had failed. Biz mouths that point had fallen, Warsaw became
bad elapsed and the Teutonio alliea the main objective. It was not until
were still fr.ced by three great na- August ( that German troops made
tions, their strength unbroken and their triumphal entry into Warsaw,
their determination Inflexible. Aus- capital ot Russian Poland.
September marked a decided change
tria bad been driven repeatedly by her
Russian Invaders and twice the Serbs In the Teutonio campaign lu the East
had routed Austrian armies aent Vflna fell on September 9, but Imme
against tbem. On other fields, also, diately afterward the Russians won a
Teutonic efforts had been futile. Thus series of successes over the Austrians,
far Turkey bad been of little assist capturing 40,000 prisoners. The escape
anie and tbe holy war had failed to of the Russian armies from the net
come Into being. German Southwest planned by the German strategists
The great Teutonic
Africa bad been lost and German In- was complete.
fluence in Asia had been smothered drive waa brought to a bait, and In De
cember the Germans withdrew slight
by tbe Japanese.
Aa an offset, tbe Germans still held ly and Intrenched for the winter.
Tbe month of October marked a de
practically all the conquered territory
which bad fallon Into their hands. cided revival ot military activity on
Tbelr lines still held firmly in Po all fronts. After a long period of com
land, in Flanders and in France. It parative quiet in tbe West, a desper
was apparent that aa yet the Teutonio ate offensive movement was made by
combination showed no sign ot weak- tbe allies. The French drive in Cham
ening, and a war of attrition seemed pagne was one ot tbe bloodiest at
Doth In the east and tempts yet made to pierce tbe German
Inevitable.
in the west tbe military operations lines. After three weeks ot Incessant
of the early part of the year were gunfire, the French troops left their
practically without decisive result. trenches, September 25, and rushed
The fighting in Poland had resolved the whole ot the first German line
Itself into a complete deadlock. In Nearly 20,000 German prisoners were
combine captured, and upward ot a hundred
January, the French-Englismade three attempts to break the Held guns, thus far the greatest single
Teutonio hold oh French territory, but capture by the French during the war.
accomplished little. The German un- But the Germans were not compelled
successful drive at Warsaw and the to relinquish any great amount of terrout ot the Austrians in Galicla left a ritory. In Artols tbe allies did not suc
slight balance In the January fighting ceed In breaking through the German
in favor of the allies.
lines, but secured somo coveted posiFrom a strictly military viewpoint, tions at an appalling cost.
This brief period of allied success
February was a promising month for
the Teutonio allies. Iiy the middle of was followed by an unexpected turn
the month, German troops were ad- of political affairs In the Balkans. For
vancing all along tbe front from a second time the Greek king showed
the Vistula to the NIemen, and thus, his lack of sympathy with the allies.
seven months after the breaking out In the spring be had prevented
his promier, an avowed supof the war, German soli was practically cleared of lta Russian Invaders. porter of the allies, from sending
Tbe deadlock on tbe western front troops to the Dardanelles. Now, when
the allies were depending upon the
was still unbroken.
Greeks to hold the Bulgarians in check,
8cene Shifts to Dardanelles.
With tbe advent of March, there Constantino declined again to act.
Serbia Is Overrun.
came a sudden and dcamatic change
Bulgaria announced her Intention to
The scene of
In the war sltuntion.
military activity was shifted to tbe cast her lot with the central powers
By the third week ot and the latter opened a campaign hav
Dardanelles.
tbe month, Rome, Athens, Sofia and ing Turkish relief for its apparent ob
Bucharest were centers ot great po- jective. On October 10 tbe Germans
The surrender of crossed the Dunube and proceeded to
litical activity.
Przemysl, March 22, was the most advance southward, every step conteststirring victory for the allies since the ed furiously by tbe outnumbered
The German Serbs. Franco, England and Italy debattle of the Marne.
assertion that the military power ot clared war on Bulgaria. All at once
Russia had dwindled into Insignifithe center ot military activity was
cance was disproved at once and the transferred to the Balkans.
allied cause gained instant Btrength In
In November both the
One ot tho allied offensive In the West and the
all the neutral capitals.
greatest strongholds In Europe bad Teutonic drive in the East came prac
tically to an end. Tbe allies failed to
been taken by the Russians.
Tbe disaster to the allied fleet at break tbe stubborn German lines and
the Dardanelles, which occurred dur- only achieved a possible moderate
ing tbe third week of March, put an success In Champagne and Artcis at
end to the expectation of forcing the tremendoua cost. By the middle ot the
straits by naval meana alone. Ger- month military operations In Russia
were practically at a standstill, the
man prestige advanced perceptibly
and the difficulty of the UBk under- Germans having failed to accomplish
taken by the allied fleet was now un- the object ot their campaign. At that
derstood.
In this month, also, tbe time the big German drive to the GoldBritish won the battle ot Neuve en Horn began to monopolize the at
C'bapelle after a bloody fight.
tention of the public. Tbe preliminary
In April the French made a bold invasion of Serbia by the Teutonic al
offensive stroke against the German liesnow Including Bulgaria was be
position between the Meuse and tbe gun with notable promptness. In fact,
Moselle the famous St Mlhiel wedge as early aa October 27, the Invading
which resulted In a tremendous loss armies met In the northeastern part cf
of men on both sides, with small ad- the kingdom, by November 1 Kragu- vantage for either. Nowhere bad the yevatx, the chief Serbian arsenal, had
allies made appreciable gain In ter- fallen, and by November 6 tbe Bulgaritory. The Invader held his own rians were In Nisb, Serbia's provistubbornly and with success. About sional capital and ivlroad center. By
tbe middle ot the month, Zeppelins November 19 it was announced that
s
of
made their appearance over English the invading armies herd
towns. Inspiring great Interest and not Serbia, and toward the close of the
a little apprehension, but doing com- month Germany declared semiofficially
paratively small damage. About this that the campaign was over. By the
Ume, also, the attempted submarine middle of December tho Franco-Britisblockade of the British coast proved forces had beon driven out of Serbia.
to be Ineffective. In tbe closing days They fell back to Salonlkl, which, with
jf tbe month another great Teutonio the consent of Greece, they prepared
offensive swept against the allied lines to defend.
Since May 24, when the Italian army
in Belgium, thrusting the enemy back
upon Tpres, with great loss ot life on crossed tbe Austrian frontier, the fight
ing has been continuous, especially
both sides.
In May the Germans sent their best along the Isonto front The strongly
fortified and stubbornly defended town
troops to the aid of the
By the middle of ot Gorltt was the Italian objective for
Austrians.
the month they bad worked a star- weeks. In October the Austrian aero
tling change In tbe situation. Prxe-goy- planes dropped bombs upon Venice,was retaken, the Russian cam destroying art specimens and damag-
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Ing a church. The Italian liner An
cona, bound for New York, was sunk
by a submarine flying the Austrian
flag on November 9. More than a hundred passengers were killed, including
several Americans. Tbe United States
made a vigorous demand on Austria to
disavow the act and punish tbe com
mander of the submarine.
On December 16 the British war of
fice announced that Gen. Sir Douglas
Ilalg had superseded Field Marshal
Sir John French as British commander
In France and Flanders.
WAR AND THE UNITED STATES

Strictly neutral as has been the pol
icy elected by this country, the gov
ernment has beon brought face to face
with many serious problems which
have arisen from the conduct of the
European war. One
was the
seizure and detention by Great Britain
of vessels carrying American goods to
neutral ports In Europe. A protest
was made by Washington and on January 10 Great Britain repliod by of
fering reasonable rodress for any mis
take of that nature.
Early In February, Great Britain de
cided to seize grain and flour ship
ments to Germany even if Intended for
noncombatants, and, two days later,
Germany declared the waters around
Great Britain and Ireland to be a war
zone, and announced her purpose to
destroy every enemy morchant vessel
discovered
therein.
Neutrals were
warned of the danger sure to follow.
On February 6, tbe Atlantic liner Lust
tanla made the passage from New
York to Liverpool flying the American
flag as a protection against hostile
On February 10, the
submarines.
United States sent notes to Germany
and Great Britain concerning American shipping In the war tone. Ger
many was warned against committing
a breach of tbe rules ot naval warfare
and Great Britain was reminded that
serious consequences might follow the
use of the American flag by British
vessels. On February 16, Germany of
fered to withdraw from her crusade
against British merchant ships If tbe
British would permit the sending of
food to the civilian population of Ger
many. On the same day, the British
government seized the American ship
Wilhelmlna, bound for a German port
with wheat for civilian consumption.
The German note in reply to the
American protest against the subma
rine blockade disclaimed all responsi
bility. Great Britain affirmed Its In
tention to send the Wilhelmlna to a
prize court. In replies to inquiries
government,
from the Washington
neither Germany nor Great Britain
showed any disposition to recede from
the positions already announced. On
April 11, the German ambassador protested to the state department against
the attitude ot the United States toward tho shipment ot war materials
and British treatment ot American
trade with Germany. On May 1 the
American oil carrier Gulfllgbt was
sunk oft the Scllty Islands by a German submarine.
Destruction of the Luiltanla.
On May 7, the big transatlantic liner
Lusltanla waa sunk by a German submarine oft the coast of Ireland, with
a loss ot nearly 1,200 lives: including
upwards of a hundred Americans. On
May 13 tho United States protested
against the German submarine policy
and declared its Intention of maintaining the rights of American citizens. On May 25 the American steamer Nebraskan waa seriously damaged
by a torpedo off the south coast of
Ireland. On May 28 the German reply
to the United States note of protest
In regard to the submarine policy in
"war zone" was received.
the
Final statement of the German position was reserved until a common basis of fact as to the status of tbe Lusltanla should be established. On May
31 Germany made ofllciul announce
ment that the Gulfllght had been sunk
by a German submarine whose captain failed to recognize the American
flag.
On

June 8 Secretary of Stato Wil
liam J. Bryan resigned his office to
avoid signing a second note ot protest lo Germany agalnHt submarine In
terference with merchant ships. On
the following day this note was sent
and assurances were asked that in future American ships and lives should
be safeguarded. On June 22 tho Brit
ish government sent an official note
to the American ambassador explain
ing efforts made to protect neutral
On June 28 the British
shipping.
steamer Armenian was destroyed by
a German submarine off tho coast ot
southern England and a number ot
Amorlcana in the crew lost their lives.
On July 8 Germany replied to the
second Washington note regarding
the submarine war against merchant
ships, promising safety to United
Status ships In the war zone If specif
ically marked, and suggesting that the
American flag be placed on tour hostile steamers for the safe transporta
tion ot American passengers.
More Diplomatic Notes.
On July 21 the United Statea sent a
third note to Germany, with the statement
the German reply to a for- mer note bad been "very unsatisfac
tory," and that a repetition ot the
acts complained of would bo regarded
"deliberately unfriendly." On Aug
ust 8 several notes from Great Brit
ain concerning interference with Amer
ican trade In the war zone were
made public, in which it was
claimed that Great Britain was do
ing nothing In violation of International law. In the case ot the William
P. Frye, an American ship sunk by
the Prlns Eltel Friedrlch, January 28,
Germany agreed to furnish Indemnity,
and the United States accepted tbe
offer and proposod that the matter be
referred to The Hague court

tbt

wage Increase waa obtained and the
July 22, a
strikers resumod work.
strike for higher wages and shorter
hours st tho Remington Arms works,
Bridgeport. Conn., resulted In a victory for the employees. August 4, a
strike Involving 60,000
threatened
workers on woman's garments, In
Now York city, was prevented by art
Increase In wages.
In September, the long and not infrequently violent dispute over industrial conditions at the mines of
Fuel and Iron company
to an end. John D. Rockefeller, Jr., ma'(') an extendod visit ot
Investigation to (ho property and as
an outcome suggested a plan for adjusting differences which was accepted by the miners In a formal referwas
An agreement
endum vote.
signed to maintain the present wage
day until
scale and the eight-hou- r
The demand for
January 1, 1918.
union recognition mado by the miners
was not granted, but many concessions were made by the company m
favor of tho employees.
In July a miners' strike practically
put a stop to the groat Welsh coal Industry.
After soveral conference
between Mr. Lloyd George, tho British minister of munitions, tbe colliery
owners and representatives of the
miners, the trouble was nettled July
20, and the men went back to work.
Further strikes and lockouts were
prohibited by law.
As early as June 30, the state of
American foreign trado showed a balance of exports over imports of morn
than $1,000,000,000. This was a new
experience for tho I'nlted States.
The yield of wheat for the year, acTHE CIVIL WAR IN MEXICO
cording to the latest reports, exceeds
1,000,000,000 bushels, the largest on
In the early part ot the year it was
record. A corn crop of 3,090,000,00i
evident that Francisco Villa had tho
bushels, at current prices, makes It
ambition to become the political Warthe most valuable ever harvested In
POLITICS IN OTHER LANDS
wick of the republic ot Mexico. On
the country. The American oats crop
January 7 he deposed the provisional
is also one of tbe most bountiful ou
February 12. the protocol of the
governor, Gutierrez, and installed Gen
record.
signed
at
The
was
convention
eral Garza in his place. He was still
master of the situation at the City of Hague by representatives of tho Unit
ed States. China and Holland. March
Mexico, and Carranza still maintained
LAND AND SEA DISASTERS
his stand at Vera Cruz. Meantime, tbe 5, Gen. Vilbrun O. Sam, leader of the
fighting went on uninterruptedly, with revolution which overthrew Davllmar
A seismic horror which recalled tbe
Thoodor, was elected president of Messina earthquake
varying results, but none decisive.
of seven years
In Juno tbe situation ou the border Haiti. March 7, tho popular mluister ago, occurred January 13. A large dissnd elsewhere became so irritating of Greece, Euletherios Venlzolos, re- trict in central Italy, east of Rome,
that the United States government signed, his policy of active participa- waa laid waste and nearly 30,000 lives
felt compelled to give official warning tion In the war on tho sldo of tho ul were lost. At Avezzano, 96 per cent
to the factional leaders that failure on lies not meeting the approval ot King of the population was destroyed and
their part to come to some agreement Constantino. A new ministry was the property loss was more than
formed, with Demetrlos Gounarla at
Dewould necessitate Intervention.
,
spite this Intimation, the forces of Its bead, but he was soon succeeded
February 10, earthquake, hurricane
Villa and Carranza continued to keep" by M. Skouloudis.
and an accompanying tidal wave visApril 23, the Danish diet passed a
revolution aflame, and by niid&iramor
ited the American Samoan group and
giving
the
amendment
constitutional
the Mexican situation seemed to be
caused great destruction on the Manua
become
can
women.
to
ballot
Before
it
more Inexplicable than ever. Villa's
islands. In the latter part of June,
star waned perceptibly. A new mili law this measure must also puns the severe earth shocks were felt through
4,
repudiated
May
Italy
her
tary Influence, General Obregon, took next diet.
the Imperial vrflley. In southern Call
the center of tbe stage. He assumed alliance with Germany and Austria, fornla. July 7, a violent storm swept
the leadership ot tbe Carrauza faction, declaring that Austria's Invasion of over Missouri, Illinois, Ohio and Inand his military successes were con Serbia constituted a sufficient cause. diana and left wldo destruction In Its
In July General Gonzales, May 25, the British Liberal ministry wake. July 14, southern China floods
siderable.
another Carranza supporter, fought bis was reorganized on a coalition basis. destroyed 80,000 persons. Some part-Balfour, Bonar Ijiw, six
way into Mexico City, displacing Genof Canton were ten feet under watei
eral Zapata, who hold the place In the other Unionists and a Labor party August 3. a cloudburst at Erie, I'a.,
May
29.
portfolios.
Villa interest. Later. Gonzales was( man accepted
flooded a large area, of tbe city.
driven out and tbe situation was so' Tbeophile llraga was elected president drowned 25 persons and caused great
threatening to lifo and property in the ot Portugal. Juno E, tho new Danish damage to property. August 11, an
capital that, In August, American bat- constitution waa aigned by King Chris- earthquake shock waa felt In Italy,
tleships were ordered to Vera Cruz, tian. One ot Its most important fea- and Vesuvius, Etna and Stro. 'joll bebut were not put into action. In this j tures is the extension of the suffrage came active. August 16, a tropical
month, also, an appeal signed by Sec- to women. July 21, the voters of Al- storm which developed Into a hurri
retary of State Lansing and the repre berta, western Canada, carried pro- cane struck the Texas roast and raged
sentatives of South and Central Amer hibition by a large majority, lu the violently for two daya.
Nearly
ican governments asking all warring latter part of the month, a new revoluwere
victims
tho
of
its fury
elements in Mexico to get together in tionary movement broke out In Haiti and the property loss was computed
an attempt at pacification was sent to and the president, General Sam, was In millions. September 29, a hurri
tbe various leaders. During Septem killed. The United States cruiser cane dashed over the lower Mississip
ber the fighting on the Mexican border Washington landed marines to stop pi valley and gulf coast, destroying
grew more desperate.
There were further carnage. Juan Luia. Sun Fuen-te- 300 persons and a great amount of
was elected president of Chile on
many fatalities before United States
property.
troops gained control of the situation. July 25, and Dr. Jose Pardo was InJanuary 21, a boiler explosion on
Auon
augurated
president
as
Peru
of
On October 19, nine of the principal
tho
armored cruiser San IMego off
governments of the American hemi- gust 18.
west coast of Mexico resulted In
tho
September 16, a treaty between tho
sphere, headed by the United .States,
the death of six American sallora.
recognized tho de facto government of United States and naltl was signed '. March 2, there was an explosion of
Ameriproviding
Prince,
for
Port
au
c
is
Carrauza
hief.
which
tbe
Mexico of
gus In a mine at Leylund, W. Va., and
can supervision of the linnnces and poover 100 men were killed outright.
lice regulation cf that republic. GenMarch 25 was the data of the shockOUR LAWMAKERS
eral Dartlnguenave was recognized as ing
submarine accident which resulted
president.
In the sinking of the United States
congress came to a
The Sixty-thirIn November, It was announced that
during maneuvers In Hono
close on March 4, its llnal act of apo a majority of the Chinese provinces boat
dal Importance being tho adoption ot bad voted unanimously for the restor- lulu harbor. Her entire crow ot 21
April 3, a Dutch
a resolution to strengthen the powers ation ot the monorchia! form ot gov- waa drowned.
steamer, the Prlns Muuritz, foundered
ot the president In tbe enforcement ot ernment with President Yuan Shih-ka- l
neutrality laws. Both branches agreed as emperor, and on December 11 he off the Virginia coast and 59 persona
to tho conference report on the naval announced his acceptance
of the lost their lives.
On the last day of April, a big fin
appropriation bill calling tor two new throne. The Japanese mikado, Yosht-h- i
battleships, six destroyers and eight
to, was crowned at Kioto Novem- at Colon, Panama, destroyed 22 blocks,
killed II persons and entailed a propeen submarines. Tbe president's nom ber 10.
erty loss of $.1,500,000. May 22, Eng
inations for the promotion of army
land experienced the most considerand navy officers connected with tho
INDUSTRIAL AGITATION
able wreck In the history of Its railbuilding ot tho Panama canal were
way system. More than 150 persons.
confirmed by the senate, so that Colo
Early In the year, the meetings of mostly soldiers going Into quarters.
nel Goethals and Brigadier General
the Industrial relations commission, were killed near Carlisle. '
Oorgas became major generals.
On January 28, the West Virginia hold In Now York city, attracted much
8teamer Eastland Horror.
legislature decided to submit a Ioni- attention on account ot the promiThe most conspicuous horror ot the
were
who
some
of
those
nence
of
an suffrage amendment at the 1916
year for Americans was the overturn
called to testify. Tho chief purpose ing of the excursion
election. Two days later. In Tennessteamer Eastland,
the
to
obtain
was
see, the bouse passed a bill for a ref- of the Investigation
pier In the Chicago river, July
at
ber
capitalists and 24. In broad daylight,
opinions of
erendum vote on woman suffrage,
a few feet from
passed by tbe upper house. Ar- employers on the present relations of the shore. 852 persons, largely women
19. guards
January
capital
labor.
and
prohibition.
In
for
kansas declared
and children out for a holiday, were
Iowa, prohibition again becomes ef- Iff a factory near Roosevelt, N. J., drown od.
workmen,
striking
group
of
on
a
fired
fective on January 1, 1916. Both Idaho
A tornado
of huge proportions
killing one man and wounding several swept over parts
and Utah adopted prohibition bills.
of Nebraska, 8outh
1,600
Chicago,
16,
April
in
March 6, the North Dakota legisla others.
Dakota, Iowa and KanBas, November
Inan
for
ture passed a bill abolishing capital carpenters went on strike
10, destroying
much proporty and
punishment. South Dakota had takon crease In wages. June 14, motortnen causing the death of a dozen persons-Octobsimilar action January 30. March 10, and conductors on the surface and
28, a parochial school at r
Rear Admirals Fletcher, Howard and elevated railways of Chicago, 14,000 body, Mass., which was unprovided
Cowlos were made admirals, a new In all, struck fcr higher wages and with fire escapes, was burned and 21
The disresulted.
naval grade established by the last a complete tie-ugirls lost their lives. A factory fire
congress. March 18, Governor Spry of pute, however, was settled by arbitra- In Brooklyn. N. Y., November 6, reparalydays
business
of
two
state-widprohibition tion after
Utah vetoed the
sulted In t!,e death of 12 persons. On
bill. April 7. the Alaska house passed sis. The carpenters' strike In that November 10 tbe gun' plant of the
building
crippled
the
a measure submitting prohibition to city, which had
Bethlehem Btoel company burned with
the voters. A week Inter, it agreed to Industry for several months, was end- a loss of $3,000,000, snd next day
agreoment
the senato bill abolishing capital pun- ed by a compromise wage
there was a million-dolla- r
fire in the
ishment. June S, the government plea July 10. Ten days later, a strike of war material plant of tho Roobling
to have the United States Steel cor- 60,000 gsrment makers In New York Sons company at Trenton. N. J.
poration dissolved was denied by the city was averted by a wage Increase Flames destroyed much of Avalon,
United States circuit court for New ot from 12 to IS per cent
Catallna Island on November 29. Tbe
In July the employees of the Stand- same day an explosion
Jersey and the defendant was held to
In the DuPont
J.,
N.
Bayonne,
went
plant
at
ard Oil
be a lawful enterprise.
Powder company plant at Wilmington,
on strike snd serious rioting followed. Del., killed 31. On
Resignation of Bryan.
December 9 the
June 8, William J. Bryan resigned During the lawlessness which pre- DuPont powder town ef Hopewell,
the office of aecretary cf state, declar vailed, two strikers were killed and Va,, was burned down.
ing himself out of sympathy with the many policemen and onlookers were (Copyright, IMS. by
the Mrriura Newspa
president's policy toward the Euro injured. Affr week of disorder, a
per Byiuncaie.
On August 19 the British liner
Arabic was torpedoed by a German
submarine and several Americans
A lively diplomatic
were drowned.
controversy followed, snd the tension
in the United States was at the breaking point On September 7 the German government notified tho United
States that the captain of the submarine had torpedoed the Arabic iu
believing that she was about
to ram him. On September
the
United States asked
to recall Doctor Duniha. Ita ambassador, charged with being active tu a
movement to cripple American menu
facture ot munitions. On October 6
tbe German government disavowed
tbe act of the submarine captain who
sank the Arabic. At this time it was
announced that the pending French-Britisloan of 1500,000.000 had been
oversubscribed.
The United States secret service,
October 24, arrested a young man who
called himself Robert Fay and declared that he was a lieutenant in the
German army and came to America to
destroy merchant vessels ot the allies
and American munition plants. Early
in December, the Washington govern-muu- t
demanded tbe recall ot the German attaches, Boy-Kand Von l'apeu,
on the ground of pernicious activity.
They were recalled by tbe kaiser.
Dr. Carl Buenx, managing director
line, and
of the Hamburg-Americatwo employees of the company were
convicted in New York in lHcember
of conspiracy to deceive tbe government in sending vessels with supplies
for German warships.
Austria-Hungar-

pean war. On the following day, Presl
dent Wilson appointed Robert Lan
atng, counselor for the slate department to take charge of the office. Mr.
Lansing was made secretory of state
prohibition be
Juna 23. Slate-widcame operative In Alabama on July
1.
On July 22, the internist
win
wetve commission permitted advance
In express rates and on August 11 It
allowed increases in carload freight
rates o 41 railroads In the middle
West. On the following day, it ordered
reductions in freight rates on anlhra
Cite coal. August 24, the Eastman Ko
dak company was declared to be an II
legal combination and ordered ills
solved. September 10, the members
of the const il ut tonal convent icn of
New York stato adopted the proposed
constitution, but It was overwhelming
ly defeated at the polls November 2
Statewide prohibition triumphed in
South Carolina, September 14, by a do
clsive majority.
President Wilson announced. Octo
ber 6. his Intention to vofe tor woman
suffrage at tbe special election In New
Jersey on October 1!. At that election
the proposed constitutional aineud-niop- t
was defeated by a majority ot
50,000. November elections were held
in eight states. Four of these Ken
tucky, Marylund. Massachusetts and
Mississippi chose governors, lu three
states Massachusetts, Now York and
Pennsylvania
womuu suflriiRe was
rejected by large majorities. In Ohio,
prohibition meusuro was
a state-widdefeated by a majority ot 35.000,
Changes in the national house of rep
resentatives reduced the Democratic
majority to twenty five. The Sixty
fourth congress opened Decembor 6
Senator Clurke of Arkunsus was elect
ed president pro tern of the senate and
ud speaker.
Cbamp Clark waa
e
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Everyone Should

MISS CATHERINE

HAULOW

EIGHT LONG MILES III

'SMMRSOTinf,

Drink Hot Water
DARK WITH LIUNATIG

in the Morning
Wash away all the stomach,
and bowel poison be-f-

llv-e-

SOLDIERS

4

r,

American Auto Ambulance Driver Dodges Vehicles on Congested
Man Grabs at Steering
French Road While Trench-Craze- d
Fighting
Not
Mate
When
"Thank You Very Much
Wheel
To feat your bast day In and day
for the Ride," Says Maniac at the End of the Journey.
I out, to feel clean Inalde; no lour bllo
J to coat your tongue and sicken your
I breath or dull your bead; no constlpa-Paris. A correspondent of the New road came close to collision with the
j tlon, bllloua attacke, sick headache, York Sun has received the following frail ambulance. Sometimes a driver,
JQt. rbeumatlim or gassy, acid stoav letter from a member of the American rar in rront contrary to rules, lighted
a match and the thing flared over the
4 acb,you muat bath on the Inside like ambulance corps at the front:
you bathe outside.
country like an arc light. In order to
This la vastly
"I was on duty last Sunday at G
more Important, because the skin a typical French front town Just be- drive at all It was necessary to blow
pores do not absorb Impurities Into hind the woods In which moat of the the born constantly and hug the right
the blood, while the bowel pores do, fighting of the section is carried on side of the road as closely aa safety
aay a
physician.
There the two ambulancea on the allowed.
To keep these poisons and toxins watch were lined up In the usual place
Madman Becomea Restless.
well flushed from the stomach, liver, at the telephone bureau along the side
"At the village of II
, half way
kidneys and bowels, drink before of the road most protocted against to the hospital, the madman on the
breakfast each day, a (lass of hot wa- tudden shrapnel bombardments. Shrap seat grew restless. He began to add
ter with a teaspoontul of limestone nel shells exploding Into the street to my troubles by grabbing the wheel
phosphate In It This will cleanse, usually land their contenta Into the at unexpected Intervals, turning the
purify and freshen the entire alimen- side of the atroet facing tho German car from Its course. After each occatary tract, before putting more food lines.
sion he gave a gurgle of approval and
Into the stomach.
"All was quiet in the trenches; only muttered something In a dialect I did
Get a quarter pound of limestone an occasional crack or a nne, wiu not understand, but evidently getting
phosphate from your druggist or at sharp detonation of a grenade now more amusement out of It than I. He
the atore. It la Inexpensive and al- and then and a constant far away was a little fellow and I did not fear
most tasteless, except a sourish boomlne- denotlnc an attack In a dla him physically.
tinge which Is not unpleaaant Drink tant 'secteur.'
"After several sudden lurches, when
phoapbated hot water every morning
"Darkness bad aettled without any grabbing the wheel seemed to be beto rid your system
vile poi- wounded being brought In. This was coming
habit with him, I began to
sons and toxins; also to prevent their unusual. The 'poste secours' of the pat him on the back and look anxiousalong
street
ly In the direction of the hospital,
the
formation.
various reslmenta
To feel like young folks feel; like were empty save for a few sick sol about throe miles away. I waa afraid
you felt before your blood, norves and dlera being held over until the light the fellow Inside might make trouble.
"Once, on losing the sense of direcmuscles became saturated with an ac- of the early morning. An ugly rain
cumulation of body poisons, begin this bad set In, making difficult the run of tion, after being turned from my
treatment and above all, keep It upt eleven kilometers In total blacknesa course, 1 stopped and dismounted to
Am aoap and hot water act on the akin, without even the guidance of a feeble find the right of the road.
Several
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Even the worm will turn

perhaps

tato a butterfly.

BILIOUS,

HEADACHY,

pini

"nipninnw
bHOUflnCIO

Gently cleanse your liver and
sluggish bowels while
you sleep.
box.
Get
Sick headache, biliousness, dtszt- ness, coated tongue, foul taste and foul
breath always trace them to torpid
liver; delayed, fermenting food In the
or (our'
ltonach.
PoMbnous matter clogged In the In
testines, instead of being cast out
Into the
of the system Is
blood. When this poison reaches the
delicate brain tissue it causes con
gostlon and that dull, throbbing, sick
entng headache.
Caacarets Immediately cleanse the
etomach, remove the sour, undigested
food and foul gases, take the excess
bile from the liver and carry out all
the constipated waste matter and
poisons In the bowels.
will surely
A Cascaret
straighten yon out by morning. They
box
work while you sleep a
from your druggist meana your head
clear, etomach sweet and your liver
and bowels regular for months. Adv.
A hot temper warps
Judgment

a man's

bettor

TAKE SALTS TO FLUSH
KIDNEYS IF BACK HURTS
aye Toe Much Msat Forma Uric Acid
Which Clogs the Kidneys and
Irritates the Bladder.
Most folks forget that the kidneys,
like the bowela, get alugglsh and clog-4eand need a flushing occasionally,
else we have backache and dull misery
In the kidney region, severe headaches, rheumatic twinges, torpid liver,
acid stomach, sleeplessness and all
aorts of bladder disorders.
You simply must keep your kidneys
active and clean, and the moment yon
(eel an ache or pain in the kidney
region, get about four ouncea of Jad
Salts from any good drug atore here,
take ft tablespoonful in ft glass of
water before breakfast for ft few days
and your kidneys will then act One.
This famous salts Is made from the
acid of grapes and lemon juice, combined with llthla, and Is harmless to
flush clogged kidneys and stimulate
them to normal activity. It also neutralizes the aclda In the urine so It
no longer Irritates, thus ending blad
der disorders.
Jad Salta Is harmless; Inexpensive;
tnakva delightful effervescent llthla-warelink which everybody should
new ana men 10 Beep meir Ho
neys clean, thus avoiding aerlous com
plications.
local druggist says he
A
ells lots of Jad Salts to folks who be
lieve In overcoming kidney trouble
while It is only trouble. Adv.
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The moral of a dog'a tall always
points to the past.
Dr. Pierce's Pellets are bent for liver,
bowels tod stomach. One little Pelli-- t to
Adv.
ft laxative three for a oathartio.
Even gods sometimes do

UL

Make the laundress happy that's TteV
Croea Rag Rlu. Make beautiful, cleat
white clothes. All good grocers. Adv.

The chestnut came from Italy.

lamp among the never ending
wagons and contrivances of the road,
It appeared unnecessarily long to the
men In the vehlclea, who were those
not needing attention at the hospitals
back.
Stealing a Little 8leep.
"We turned Into the telephone bu
man to get what sleep we could, using
stretchers from our cars. The blanket
rolls unfolded over these, making beds
not half bad. Before retiring the men
take off their shoes, legging and
coats.
"The Incessant rumble of wagon
wheels and the rattle and clink of
chains outside were beginning to blend
with the distant booming In the other
'sooteur' aa I drowsed when I was
awakened by the telephone bell. 'Bran
. a dresHing station
cardiers' at B
about a kilometer on the other side of
town at the edge of the woods, were
calling for an ambulance.
"C'est urgent." said the operator,
and then rang off. They had replied
that It was pressing.
"After a quarter of an hour's driving
I arrived at the post.
It was noces- sary to go exceedingly slow and stop
frequently
to avoid running Into
something In the blackness. At the
post two 'brancardlera' came out to
moot me.
"A door opened on the aide away
from the trenches, throwing enough
light on the road to turn the car round
I walked toward tho door to see If
the wounded were Inside, or still on
the road down, aa is often the case.
Ilefore I bad gone far the attendant
came up and solemnly piacea meir
flngere over their lips.
" 'Grave?' I asked.
Surprised by the "Wounded."
"They replied yes, and pointed
through the door. Inside were two
soldiers sitting on a bench facing ua.
That was all. Aa we came In one of
the soldier said 'bon solr' and smiled.
The 'brancardlera' then told me
the men were violently Inaane and
they were under ordera to send them
to the rear Immediately. They had
been rendered mad by the fire of the
day. they aald, and were not to be
trusted to be In the same party with
wounded.
Make them lie inside the car,'
they aaid, 'and they'll be all right for

feet In advance of the car I walked
Into something bard. I discovered a
wagon stationary on the road a short
distance In front with ft load of long
raillike burs projecting over the rear
end.

and

and get a complete set of Oneida Community
Par Plate Silverware free. Guaranteed lOyeara.
Beautiful Bridal Wreath pattern. Send ua the
coupon below and we will tell you all about it

Nine Kinds Skinner's Products
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Miss Harlow la the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Richard Harlow of Wash
Ington. She is one of the latest addl
tlons to the society of the capital.

Raw

T Sm

Cut SpsalU
t Elbewe

AlpkW.to.

VmiMUi

These delicious foods can be prepared 58
different ways to take the place of
meat dishes. An economical, hearty food.
perfectly balanced.

'
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Skinner' Macaroni Products are made (torn the
finest durum wheat, in the Urged and cleanest
macaroni factory in America.
Get a complete set of Oneida Community
Par PleteSilverwsre with Skinner's Macaroni
Products. Send the coupon lor lull de
tails. No obligation whatever. In the
meantime buy akinnefs product
g
at your grocer's (cheaper ii you
Oadu, Nt.
oy
case
get them
the
piM Mnd m
packages) and save the e . full inioiraattoa
circle containing uie
0"".
MinMurfi
iu muw( W rar lata SitvatfWaM

f

f
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and night to guard the country beyond
the hill, which again leads to the
Hi J?'-:-- I
. . CLl...ala - FREEarilh Salaaal'a
lines. Directly before reaching blm
Macaroni Product,
Macaroni Product
road branches sharply to the left.
leada to the hack of the hospital
Skinner Mfg. Co.
whore the ambulances go to discbarge
their loads.
facMry Im tames
m
'The sky bad cleared a little, show
Omaha
Ing enough road In advance to make
Hub.
Ten
better speed. I lost little time In cov
ering the last stretch. The sentinel
waa evidently new to our ambulances,
for as the car rushed up without
slackening pace he fixed his bayonet
and danced over the road, thinking
was about to rush by, and wildly com
Prlxom Awardod to Wetter nOmnmda torn
mandlng mo to halt. I disregarded
him, absorbed with struggling maniacs,
Whemti Omt; Barley, AlfalfamndGrmaamm
and skidded into the side road within
The winnings of Western Canada at the Soil Product
a few feet of hla bayonet. Later,
Exposition at Denver were easily made. The list
comprised
Wheat, Oata, Barley and Grasses, the moat
wondered that be did not shoot.
important being the prize for Wheat and Oata and)
'As I pulled Into the hospital yard 1
sweep stake on Alfalfa.
noticed the madmen's lighting had
Mo leas Important than the splendid quality of Westera
ceased and I breathed a algh of relief,
Canada's wheat and other grain, la the excellence ci
The soldier on the seat dismounted
the cattle fed and fattened on the grasses of that
took his pack and stood waiting with
country. A recent shipment of cattle to Chicago
out saying a word, while 1 explained
topped the market in that city for quality and price.
to the 'brancardlera.'
Wettera Cauda prejactd is If IS
"When I went to the back of the
si muk Bed
car to help the other soldier out he
at all af Ike Uailed Suit.,
evtr .00,000,000 kulak
was gone, looking around the yard
Canada in proportion to population haa a greatet
(f V
he waa nowhero In sight. I found him
exportaDie surplus ot wneat tnis year tnan any
HJifc
chattering to a
aentlnel who
country in the world, and at present prices yos
was still wondering what had hap
can figure out the revenue for the nro.
pened. How he escaped uninjured I
ducer. In Western Canada you will find
do not know, I led my late acquaint
Rod marketa, aplendid schools, excep.
.fc
tional social condition, perfect climatt
ance over to the yard, docile once
&Wat and other great attractions. There
more.
war tax aa land and do conscription.
"'Thank you very much tor the ride, la
Rood night!' he called after me aa I Send for filuttrated pamphlet and ask for reducrd railway rate, infonnalioa as to best lotatjoaa, eta
titilrtal Supenntendeoi limnisratKm, Ottawa, Canada, or
left on the return."
W. V. BENNETT, Room 4, Baa Bldg., Oanaha, Nebr.
Canadian Government Asent
BLEACHED BDNES ARE FOUND
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"Suddenly them waa a big blate of
light from the back. 1 stopped short,
wondering what had happened. Looking back through a window In the can
vas body of the car I saw the soldier
Inside crouching on the stretcher holding about half a box of lighted
matches In his bands. He was trying
to light a cigarette.
"With his face toward the floor of
the car he raised the score or so of
burning matches to his mouth. Instantly there waa a sizzle of mustache,
a loud cough and grunt, and the lunatic frantically threw the flaming sticks
over the car.
Lunstle Lit His Cigarette.
"I Jumped off and ran back to pre
vent the flames from spreading. When
I got around the passenger Inside waa
puffing nonchalantly at a cigarette as
though nothing had happened.
Rut the other fellow was gone,
Annr a rew minutes search I was
about to give up when I heard a confusion of voices within the ambulance.
Hastening to the back again 1 saw
that my friend had made his way into
the rar without my noticing It and the
two were now arguing In dangeroua
voices on different subjects.
After
agreeing to many things 1 Anally got
the fellow back on the seat with me
and we continued.
"The two remained quiet until with Remains of Indiana Man Who Disap
peared 8ome Months Ago, Are
in a quarter mile of the hospital. At
Discovered,
this point the road branches off up a
long winding hill. Taklug the road
Elwood, Ind. "I have the stuff to
the car lurched sharply over a gutter. put myself out of the way. It's no
Probably the soldier Insldo had been use for yon to look for me, for you
looking out of the little window la won't find me." This note David Da
,
the, ranvae at the front of the car for vis,
left for his children
as the car lurched I felt him brush When he disappeared from his home
roughly against our backs to the side. In Elwood on August 7. Recently,
Immediately he seemed to have an while James S. Edgell, tenant on the
Idea that bis companion was at fault, Washington McCoy farm. Just west
and Instantly drove hie fist into the of tho city, was busking corn In a
canvas, catching the soldier on the Held an eighth of a mile west of the
seat In the back. The rest of the trip old McClay glasa worka, he found the
was lively enough; while the maniac bleached bones and weather-beateIn front alternately tried to Jump off clothing of the
man. Ex
and sink his elbow Into the canvas at posed to tho elements and to the at
companion
his
the latter pounded a tacks of feathered and
bole through the ranvaa to reach him. scavengers, every particle of flesh had
you.'
Buay With the Maniacs.
disappeared from the bones, and Iden
However, not wishing a mlxup on
On the road near the point we had tlflcatlon was possible only through
thought
I
back,
eight
mile
stretch
the
reached a sentinel Is stationed day the clothing.
It better to liavo one fellow lie on ft
stretcher Inside and the other one
ride on the seat with me. The soldier
BRITISH PREPARED FOR COLD WEATHER
who had bidden me a good evening
got inside willingly enough, and lay
down.
We got the othor soldier on
the seat after aeveral minutes of Inducing. He seemed to have an Idea
be was about to be taken prisoner.
The two 'brancardlera,' and ft
couple Of othera I had not aeen before
gave me their best wlshos as 1 left
Later, I concluded that they shook
hands among themselves when I die- appeared In the darkness.
was made
"The run back to S
The soldiers re
without Incident
mained quiet Then began the tedloua
, eight
run to the hospital at F
miles back. The night waa exceptionally dark and It waa difficult to see
my hands on the steering wheel
Road Clogged by Vehlclea.
"The 'ravltalllement' waa still on
the road up. Wagons of every description, some drawn by atx or eight
horses, Jogged by on the other side of
the road, one upon the other. Sometimes there waa a break of aeveral
hundred feet In the line, and at times
transports rushed by with a slckenfng
rlanklng of chains and rumbling of
massive wheels, running with more
than average rate to catch up to
those in front. Occasionally a heavy
transport lndon with ammunition, en
vute to some battery In the woods
and driven by aa many aa ten powerful ateeda, thundered past In tho m'1-ll- e
1'be men and oil: cere in the llritlBh trenches are well prepared for their
of the road or on the left aide to two enemies, King Frost and exploding German shells. The picture shows a
moving
vehicles.
group of British officers wearing their oiw steel helmets and their winter
pass the slower
"Frequently these monsters of the fur coata

ft"
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cleansing, sweetening and purifying,
so limestone phosphate and hot water
before breakfast, act on the stomach,
liver, kidneys and bowels. Adv.

Trade-Mar- k

mm

A Russian is not of age until his
year.

KIETZJ

twenty-sixt-

CURED OF BRIQHT'8 DISEASE.
Mrs. A. U Crawford, Medfleld,
Mass., writes: "Dodd's Kidney Pills
eured me of Brlght's EMseas--, and I
and
am healthy and strong
have been blessed
with good health ever
alnce my cure. When
the doctors pronounced my case Brlght's
Disease I waa in such
a serious condition
that they could not
do anything for me.
I kept getting worse. My limbs from
my ankles to my knees swelled and
my eyes were so swollen that I
couldn't see, As a last hope I thought
I would give Dodd's Kidney Pills a
trial. I gradually Improved and kept
on taking them and they cured me
thoroughly."
Oodd'a Kidney Pills, 60c per box at
your dealer or Dodd'a Medicine Co.,
Buffalo, N. T. Dodd's Dyspepsia Tablets for Indigestion have been proved.
SOo per box.
Adv.

OUMta Taar Wlaaae

5 Passing..-- , Bray ft
Davis, Eleotrle Lights
and Starter, 26 H. P.

to

A
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Cartercar Co.
Dearer, Colored
UIVE AQENT8 WANTED

The Colorado
1638 Broadway

1

Missouri's law code la to be revised
by a commission ot IS persons.

Important to another

Siamlne carefully every bottla Ol
CASTORIA, a safe and aura remedy tot
Infanta and children, and sea that U
Bears tha
Signature of (
In Use For Over 80 Year.
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castorii

Nine thousand Scotchmen went ts
Canada last year.

14 Day

Don't be rrialed. Ask for Red Croc
Bag Illue. Makes beautiful white clothta
At ail good grocer. Adv.

Draffiil, refund monsr if PA70 Of NTMRNT
taill to cure Itchloc. Blind. Bleadinf or ProtmaV
oa
tus Plica. Firtl applioaiioa sivct relief.
He who starts out to meet trouble
i a short journey.

R

reateat hill elimbari Sato 10 mUaaoa 1
iraiillMa. IO.OkJ mllaa on one act of Una
tttewart ftpeclomatrr, on man mohair lop, Hi
In. wliral I
. 81:14 Inch lira, wclfht lAt
pouinla. MKTZ UlHirlbutnra lor Colorado,
New Mexico, Wyoming and Weetara Mebraaka?

Love and coins can be tested by the
ring.
Pllea Cured In 6

$llOQ
11

I

Over 11,000,000 visited the Panama
Pacific exposition.
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The Newest Discovery in Chemistry
This Is a recent discovery of Dr.
Pierce, who I head of the Invalids'
Hotel and Surgical Institute at Buffalo,
Y. Experiments at Dr. Pierce's
Hospital for aeveral years proved that
there is no other eliminator of urlo
acid that can be compared to it. For
those easily recognized symptoms of
Indammation aa backache, scalding
urine and frequent urination, as well
as sediment in the urine, or If uric
add In the blood haa caused rbeutua- sm. It la simply wonderful how sure- Anurlc" acta. The beat of results are
always obtained In cases ot acute
rheumatism In the Joints, in gravel
and gout, and Invariably tha palna and
stiffness which so frequently and persistently accompany the dlseaaa rapidly disappear.
Go to your nearest drug store and

simply ask for a
package of
"Anurlc" manufactured by Dr. Pierce,
or even write Dr. Pierce tor a large
trial package (10c). If you suspect
kidney or bladder trouble, send him a
sample of your water and describe
symptoms. Dr. Pierce's chemist will
examine it, then Dr. Pierce will report
to you without fee or charge.
NOTE.
"Anurlo" la thirty-sevetimes more active than llthla in eliminating uric acid, and la a barmleaa but
reliable chemloal compound that may
be aafely given to children, but should
be used only by grown-up- s
who actually wish to restore their kldneya to
perfect health, by conscientiously
using one box or more In extreme
case
a "Anurlo" (thanks to Dr.
Pierce' achievement) I by tar the
most perfect kidney and bladjkur oon
rector obtainable.
n
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Dope Fiend and Prohibition than some of the more tolerant
forms."
A WRITER in Everybody's
These facts and figures are
Migazine, after gathering
presented by the Oklahoman
bearing on the relations
merely to show its readers some
of the drug habit to insanity, of the things that prohibition is
announces that Oklahoma is in doing for Oklahoma. On pre
far worse condition in this re- vious occasions, The Oklahoman

CRI1ICIZ-

TO

-:

WKIilMC WOULD TAKE BIBLE TO RICH

Thy

Was Grateful for Being Enabled te Hear Sermon, but Truth
Wat Truth.

Old Lady

sta-tiati-

A kilted regiment, while on tin
march through a pari of Hem land
baited for a Sunday's nut at one of
tiie remote villages in the Highland,
where some of tho hruw luddies were
has gone on record as favoring billeted on the lnhabltums.
to find a lodging
restricted local option, but now forOnetwooldoflady hud
the sold If rs, Sandy and
that we have prohibition laws, Tarn, and sho win delighted to know
The 'Oklahoman is for the en they were going to tho kirk in the
evening, she herse lf Doing unable to
forcement of those laws. Yet go.
pleasure
Increased when
taxpayers cannot escape the one ofHither guests, was
who happened to
question that such statistics be nn accomplished shorthand writer,
raise; has prohibition, after a promised to tell her all the minister
sulci in bis senium, ahongli she had
seven-yea- r
trial, been found her doubts as
to how he would be
satisfactory?
able lo remember it hII.
Siimly and Tain cumo back from
Not. only is Oklahoma filling
and the former read the serthe asylums for the insane with church,
mon out from his notebook, to the
drug victims, but it is losing the admiration and astunlnhirieiit of his
revenue that other states collect laudlady, who had never heard of
shorthand, und bad no Idea how anyfrom the saloons and in the one
could wrlto as fast us the minismeantime, spending the tax ter spoke.
When Sandy had flnlhlioil, and the
payers money t o prosecu te
good lady hud expressed her thanks
bootleggers.
for tho privilege of hearing the serOklahoma cannot collect reve mon, she asked him to let her look
nues from the bootleggers at the book he had been reudlng from.
She seemed much disappointed, bowThey are not recognized by our ever,
becuuse she could muko nothing
statute books. But bootleggers l" "
At leiiRlh, after a close Inspection
ARE recognized by the governtho mystic hIkiih, she said to the
BOOTLEG-GERment
AND THE

Do Not Tsks Tlma for God's
word, la Assertion by Nsw
York Pastor.

spect than even the highly popuIn
lated state of New York.
the latter state, only one drug
fiend in every J186 cases of other
forms of insanity, is sent to the
hospitals for the insane. Meanreport
while a corresponding
from Oklahoma shows that in
her institutions, the proportion
to all other cases
of
of intnity is 1 to 9 a proportion
more than forty to one greater
than New York.
Commenting on this condition,
the writer in Everybody's says
"It has long been held by the
advocates of tolerant liquor
legislation that anv attempt to
suppress liquor traffic always re
suits in the increase in the abuse
of other form of narcotics. The
record of Oklahoma, which is a
prohibition state. SEEMS TO
CONFIRM THIS OPINION."
bl'ihlng
rrior:
Oklahoma has been a prohi
PAY THE GOVERNere a Brand huldlo and a verra
bition state for only seven years MENT TO LEAVE THEM Kiwi! romicr, out i must icn yo, ana If
was your iiiu mlther I wad hue to
-- yet. it leads the entire United ALONE SO THEY CAN VIOadmit ii. ye're lliu verra wurrst writer
producing
in
States
LATE THE LAWS MADE BY over canto ucruss."
wrecks for the taxpayers to THE STATE.
NORTH OF THE ARCTIC CIRCLE
support It is a well known
Every bootlegger who i s OBJECTED TO THE ROOSTERS'
fact that prohibition does not prudent and ppace lovir.g sees
Investigation Has Shown That AgriMan Unable to Appro.
culture May Vcy Well Be Carprohibit. Yet, the removal of to it that he pavs the federal Philadelphia
ciate Chanticleer's Greeting to
ried On in the Region.
the "gin mill" lias but resulted tax for the sale of liquor. He
the Rosy Morn.
of its far dare not rick anything so danin the substitution
That crop production may be practhat are described as hav- ticed north of the Arctic circle Is one
deadlier ally, the "cocaine mill." gerous as federal prosecution, IiiuItnngtrM
"shrill and penetrating crows' and
Hie interesting facts brought out
Some men either inherit or although he is quite willing to liens that eakle unceasingly are
by a report en u rocfiiinolsyuiice soil
sponsible
Wll'.Inm
for
Hrouuswort'i survey In Alaska. Tills embodies the
acquire a craving for stimulants take chances with the state
getting a minminiin to court to answer refills ,.f u study of lli
i.f u
They are determined 10 satisfy courts
t
a charge of maintaining a mils ' vast area In Alaska by experts "f the
does
Oklahoman
The
craving,
not
raise ance, the Vhiliidelphlu North Ameri bun an of soils, made for the purpose
whatever be the
this
With the open saloon, the question relative to the use cun Knw.
cost.
of determining the possibilities or
Complainant In the action, begun In agricultural development.
they have access to beer and of liquor. But The Oklahoman court
No. I, is Andrew Ilnldilch, lis
It was found that gardening is carlight wines.
It is true that does remind its readc rs that the Dudley avenue, whnliviis next door tn ried 0:1 and gnu's
thrives In AliH;a.
lirnuiiHwiu
He
alleges
figures
th.
quoted above indicate a
thai the nolse up
some drink whisky a dangerous
and north of the Arctic circle.
ef
dethe roosters and chickens Is
In addition it is shown that tho
stimulant, but they are in the serious condition relative to the nt royliiK
the peace und unlet of hit
and soils of Fin in ml are very
minority. And whisky, with all use of drags, and wonders just home and waking oarly morning sleep
Hilar lo those of Abniku, the latiits faults, is vauty to be pre what is to be the result in the iniporsildo.
tude of t!i" two regions being practi'
some months past." the state- cally identical.
a number
In
ferred to "dope" and its degen- insanity percentage column.
It mentKm- says,
"the defendant has been of crops are grown at a considerable
erating effects.
is a vital question and cannot keeping In his yard a number of
distance north of Hie Arctic circle.
crowing roosters und a lnrRc Hurley, for example, Is generally
Here are some further sta be dismissed lightly. We pro
number of 1ip:iss. which have become grown as far uorll. as tiv degrees
tisties showing the proportion of hibit the sale of beer with its an
intolerable nuisance, Ihtuuhh the ."0 MiimiUs, or i decrees north ot
among cases of in insignificant component of a
rnontcrs have shrill, penetrating crows the circle. Almost 7.tH"i,iMin acres in
sanity: In Maine, 1 to 76; in cohol and permit the sale of and they crow during all hours of the Kiniiiiid were under cultivation and in
improved meadow in !!'! I. That
Georgia. 1 to 42; in Kansas, 1 to drugs which send people to night and early morning.
"Tho crowing of the roosters and country has a population of 3,1 le.onu
asylums.
Who
suggests
a
the
hos89; in North Carolina state
reported In 1!H1. and about .V per
the cackling of tho hens have affected
Daily Oklahoman.
pital, 1 to 84; in the Eastern remedy ?
the nerves of the complainant, his cent
this number live outside the
wife and children, and their health Is cities. Crop productive, stock
state hospital, Tennessee, 1 to Adv.
threatened.
and dairying aro impoitunt Indus- The complainant's wife
74; in one of the Mississippi
tins suffered complete nervous break-tries.
with
This comparison
Finland
state hospitals, 1 to 23. In other
dnnn and Is uniler tho enre of a physl-Rodey and Rodey
and another with parts of Siberia
clan.'' )
words, these thinly populated
The court Is asked tc declare the are given to demo: slrate the
Hon. B. S. Rodey has formed
prohibition states have from
bllity ot agricultural development in
a nuisance.
law
partnership
a
with
son
hii
four to forty times as many inAlaska.
The junior
Marketing Farm Products.
s
sane
as "unregen at Albuquerque.
Guard Against Accidents.
Vnlted States Senator Fletcher has
Rodey
is a graduate of Harvard
urate" New York.
The effects ot explosions In the
called a meeting of the national marand of Harvard law school.
keting committee to devise moans to surrounding area have been studied by
There were eight prohibition
f.'ol. B. W. Dunn In preparing his
aid
the farmer In marketing his prodstates at the close of the last
ucts, and also to enable the consumer
tablo of rules for local Iiik powiles- Young
Folks
Entertain
:
period
census
Maine. Georgia.
to distinguish between the nigh cost hoti8s f r the t'nite.d Stutes bureau
('.lasting en s in number
North Carolina, Tennessee. Mrs, Ralph Martin and Mrs. ofIco. food a n.l the high cost of sorv- offrommines,
I. OHO to 5,0(111 are not to be
Mississippi, Oklahoma, Kansas C. F. Downing" will entertain at
feet to any
stored nearer than
"The farmers of the country are proand North Dakota. Comparing the home of Mrs. Martin on fluelng aunuully crops for which thoy building,
to any railroad, :t 15 to
the gain or los3 in admissions to Friday evening in honor of theii receive $:t,00i,000,ono, und for which any highway. For Jber explosives in
quantity up to 50 pounds, the
consumer pays, JJT.fli.O.Ofln.oOO,"
insane hospitals in these states daughters Misses Alice Martin the
distance is I'OO feet to liny buildsulci Itcprchcntutivc W. S. (ioodwin of;
with their immediate neighbors, and Paulino Downing.
Those
a member of the e;unmUteo. ing, '"II to any railroad and Kit to any
cents and the highway. Distances are specified for
the following significant records included on the invitation list ' T'.tV farmer gels
gets t'.f, cents for each dol- - other quantities up to 200 to 250 tons,
are found: Maine increased 21 are Misses Nola Owern, Hazel nilddleniun
Isr the consumer pays for lha farm- - which require a ilihUince i.f at least
for every 100,000 inhabitants, Kirk, Helen Mason, Maurine cr's crops. There Is an enormous 5,110 feet from tiny building, 3.UT0
while New Hampshire decreased Rice, Eva Cunningham, Fiuth annual of waste, especially In perish- - from tiny railroad and L'.0 10 from any
7; North Dakota increased 9. Hyatt, Margerie Noble, Mary H:.li products, because of the lack of highway.
soi l'; central directing intelligeuuu."
while South Dakota increased 3; Montasingo. Cathleen Uowells,
Marqueian Tattooing.
Georgia increased 1, while Flori- Nellie Cook, Rowena Oden and
Having Fun With the Bread Cards.
Formerly tho Murquesans had such
(iertean humorists have found excel a barbarous manner of doing their tatda increased 8; North Carolina Ruiel Mansfield
arid Messrs
lent uaib hul In
tho bread
work that it ofteifteok .curly six
increased 11, while South Caro- Howard Mason, Lionel Johnson, carls, "(iive me your hreuc" curd or too
months to heal thst which bad been
lina increased 4; Tennessee in Jack Dulaney, Clarence Messer, your life!" wiis popular. FYrocleus done in singlo tluy. They covered
creased 14. while Kentucky in- Tom Pendergrass, Dale Snyder, bandits were pictured as relinquishing ' the whole body of tliu Males with
In p.ld and Jcwols in order crudely ifiltnted rough designs, clrcreased 12: Mississippi increased Clarence Whiting. Gayle Wilson, fortunes
to slesl bread cards; cautious heals cits, curves, and tunny designs of
U. while Alabama increast-only Donley James. Ollie McBride, at families were depicted as mount- bimiII work, including round and an1; Oklahoma increased 20. while EJdie Anderson. Howard
I.an- - Ing guard nt night ' ver the safe In gular spots, even to the ll.iger nulls
wli.'eh reposed the family tickets. Dinand the top r the bead. Thus, beginTexas inert ased IS; and Kansas 'run and Jhinchnrd
"II. S. V. ning at virility, some were up aris ;f
l.er invitali .mi, instead
decreased 10, while Nebraska
P.," bore llio b g:'iul, "Please bring thirty
old be.''ire their lalt'io'ng
your luii lii' ie!." IVoi'i "Is tierttiany wa c:ii:.petc l. Marcj'-sa'tnttooioi;
decreased 'IS.
The Comic Side
Uu;!',:y?" in (lie Saturday Kvcrilng was pi rhaps More, reiaai K.ilde I:; apThus it anp'Mrs tiiat each proMiaa Mary:
"Charlev, will Port.
pearance than that "Jf a:iy other primiFlullf fho u- ; A t:
hibition stale ban a wore record Vt''ll hj'n
tive race.
'
Charley: "Not on yuur life,
Wants Couch for Pcliccm.in.
than its immediate r.fighbor, in
I have been fighting it for thirty
Philippine Flora.
Council lias reinstated William E
the number of cases of insanity, years
The present status of knowledge re
and just quit the other Hoi kei.lireclit. a policeman, in splle ot
with the single
of day."
a recotiiT.intidatioii of lltirgcss Keisor girding tho llora cf the Philippines is
North Dakota.
that ho be Uscbaryed. the burgess de- reviewed In a recent paper by 13. 1.
"Hello! is this th
Clovis claring the Alhrcr h.afed In city hull Mvrrlll, In the Philippine Journal of
"To summarize briefly," says
tnntead "f pnlmlMug his beat, which Science. In th" last Hfliien years the
Everybody's, "we find that drug Woman's Exchange'."'
Ilockcnbreclit admitted.
number of known specter, of flower!:.:
(Woman
charge)
in
"Yes."
addictions and insanity, includAfliT bis reinsliiterient the burgess1 plants hag Increase, from 2,uil'l to
i
t;tiis
"Well,
ail you've got recntr.ticnded
hat t!:o borough buy more than 7,1100, but It is probable
ing the special forms of mental to trade. if 1 wouldn't
give my Woeketihrocht a couch for
while that the total nmrtlvr Is not less Uinn
diseases directly attributed to Nellie for any of ye."
on duty. Sunbury (I'a.) Dispatch, lO.tiOO.
Most definite botanical
alcoholism, seem to llouri.sh best
Philadelphia Itecord.
hns thus fur been cmllned
Episcopal Church
to parts ot Luton and Mindanao.
in prohibition territory, without
Gets Along Without Bananas.
a compensating decrease in the (R?v. L). A. Sanfyrd, Pastor)
Irish Make "Turkish" Rugs.
Since Italv's entrance into the war
Sunday School at 9:45 a. m.
number of any other maladies.
"Turkish" rugs are now being made
the commonest ot fruits, the banana,
Morning service with sermon hue disappeared. In a recent trip, In- in Donegal. Since the war started
From a medical and hygienic
have devised means
prohibtherefore,
on
Sun nay at 11 a. m. Subject: cluding five of the most Important the clever Iriith prized
standpoint,
product of the
In (Jertnany, I was unable to to imitate the
cities
itive legislation cannot be re- "Overcoming Evil." No night procure a single specimen of the nemy so Hint experts can scarcely
,
trultT-Fro"Is Germany Hungry" tell the difference- The carpets are
garded, as being more beneficial service.
drup-takt-
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DISCOUNT

"Pity tho poor rich, for they aro the
poorest of all. Thoy are barricaded
against the Hlble. If the Master himself were to undertake to carry bis
message personally to the hotels and
apartment bouses of New York he
would ffe turned aside by the doorman with the information that No
peddlers are allowed.' "
So Rev. Joseph W. Kemp, pastor of
Calvary liaptlBt church, explained to
me the Sunday sermon In which he
said that "the crying need of religion
in this city Is to put Bibles In the
homos of the wealthy."
"How hardly shall they who have
riches enter into the kingdom of
heaven," the dlvlno earnestly ciucted.
"It Is not that the pofseslon or riches
Is inconsistent with Christianity, but
that the rich grow to worr.hiji tho
creature of their own brains money.
They believe that riches may be counted in tho palm. This is not so.
Truo riches are within.
There are
millionaires ot the mind, Rockefellers
of tho soul, and thoy aro found often-e- r
than not umong tho poor tho rich
poor whose doors and whoso Intellects are open to tho Uospol of
Christ."
To what do you attribute the re- Hgious apathy of the rich
I asked
Doctor Kemp.
The rleh are obaoased with mute-o- f
rlallmn." Doctor Kemp unswercd.
-They have all tho time in the world
to reud the latost novel, to go und
see Hie latest play, but. they have no
time for the word of God." Nlxola
Urei;ley-Sn:ltb- ,
In New York, World.

On Fall and Winter Numbers
Edesco Finest
Clothes

Made-to-Measu- re

For the Month of January
Clothes for
wo arc offering tlie Fiucut in
tn'eii af a saving of Wi.
This is an exceptional offer anJ
all ijooJ clothes buyers will certainly take advantage of it.
Made-to-Meaau- re

Come in

To-da-

Let

y.

You Real Values.

Remember
We Guarantee Satisfaction

Elder's Tailor Shop.
American National Live Stock
Association Convention

'

El Paso, Texas,

!'

,

re--

I t i how

Jan.

17,-25-

,

1916

l'or the above occasion, tickets will be on
sale January 22, 23, 24. and 25. Clovis to El Paso and return at rate of $20.00 for the round trip. Final return limit
February Jth, 1910.
L. R. CONARTY. Agt.
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ARE YOU A SKEPTIC?
If So, You Are the
Man I am Looking for
All Skeptics wear Clothes the same

at any

one else.

11

nils-lu-

I AM RIGHT
here in town and have the tfoods in the house
to prove that all of my utatements art) trur

1

s

YES SIR,

1

SAID IT!

j

Said that I can save you frmn 2"c to ride mx f very 2
u
dollar you invest in dotlies.
Om? and see for yourself inspect our rloti.injf 3
rarpftilly, decide on its value, price it and soo if
I am nut saving you several dollar on one suit of
clolhen.
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H. BELL
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Arkuv.i-us-

HOUSE OF MISFITS
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also have Bargains in Odd Coats, Pants and Vests.
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IF YOU AUK IMiRI'LKXKl)
Come to us for advice and wo will mak
YOUR PROBLEM
OUR PROBLEM. The COURTEOUS OF CUR I'sSTTTU-TIOare extended to everyone.
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Saturday Evoulug font,

ha n 4 woven.

Come In
We Want to Meet You

Glovis National Bank
'THE BANK THAT

ACCOMODA1KS"
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